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WHO WE ARE
OUR HISTORY
(a) THE FOUNDER’S FIRST CONTACT WITH THE DIVINE DOCTRINE OF NEW BIRTH
Olayinka Abayomi Daini, the fifth child of the late Mr Samuel and the late Mrs Beatrice
Aderibigbe Daini was born in the General Hospital, Ijebu-ode into the church of Nigeria,
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Anglican Communion. His father was a long serving people’s warden of the then St.
Saviour’s Anglican church, Italowajoda, Ijiasi, Ijebu-Ode. He was baptized in the Anglican
Church and during his primary school years in the church school, he enrolled and served
in the church choir.
In 1960, Olayinka Daini got admission into the secondary school section of the then Yaba
Technical Institute to pursue a four years course of study leading to the award of the
Federal Secondary Technical Certificate which would facilitate his subsequent Admission
into the OND/ONC Sandwich programme of the then Yaba Technical Institute.
Schooling resumed late September, 1960 and by June 1961, he went to Ibadan to spend
his three Months vacation with his senior brother, now Dr. Ola-Olu Adeniyi Daini, a retired
senior lecturer in Computer Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife.
During his first session at Yaba Technical Institute in Lagos, Olayinka Daini experienced a
series of bad dreams, in which wild animals were chasing him about in his dreams. Upon
his return to Ibadan late June, 1961, his bad dreams continued inspite of his fervent
prayers against them.
In his early primary school days at Ijebu Ode, he was a devout Anglican enrolled in the
church choir until he moved to Ibadan in 1957 to serve his senior brother as his domestic
help.
At Ibadan, 1957-1960, he was a devout Anglican participating in the annual Lenten fast
and church services without any breaks. He used to worship God with his senior brother
in the St. James Pro-cathedral, Ogunpa, Ibadan. He always attended the Sunday morning
children Sunday school before joining his senior brother in the adult Yoruba Morning
Service. He would dutifully attend the Sunday afternoon school of the same church while
he was a notable regular prize winner in memorizing collects and bible passages.
In Lagos, he was always in the Sunday Morning students march to All Saints Anglican
Church, Montdomery Road, Yaba, to worship GOD. He was active in the students
Christian Movement of Yaba Technical Institute.
In his primary school days at Ibadan, he had responded to adverts in the Daily Times to
enroll in religious courses of the S.I.M and he had obtained several certificates of doing
well from them including firm assurances that he was already a child of God, bound for
heaven.

EMBARRASSED AT BEING DECLARED AN UNSAVED SOUL BY HIS SENIOR
BROTHER
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So he was highly embarrassed and hurt that his persistent prayers to GOD to stop his
bad dreams were not answered.

That June, 1961, Olayinka Daini decided to consult his senior brother on the matter.
His senior brother, who was primarily a fellow Anglican, gave him a surprising
recommendation. He gave him a rebirth tract written and published by one Primate A.A.T.
Oshinyemi of the Faith Assembly Church, Rebirth Mystical Order at No 62, Tejuosho
Street, Surulere, Lagos. He advised him to read the tract and pray to GOD to grant him
salvation as specified in the tract, that once GOD granted his prayer request for salvation,
his bad dreams would disappear completely, never to return.

That tract specified confessing one’s sins to GOD, begging for HIS forgiveness and then
begging HIM to return one’s name into HIS Book and then never going back to practise
any of those sins in one’s life again.
The specified prayers for salvation were to be repeated by the individual aspirant until
spiritual experiences from heaven to confirm the attainment of salvation into the kingdom
of GOD is had by the individual.

The rebirth tract gave no clues as to what those anticipated spiritual experiences would
be. Olayinka Daini therefore enquired from his senior brother what kind of spiritual
experiences should he expect from GOD In reply to his repentance and prayers for
salvation. His senior brother replied to him that those spiritual experiences were not to be
disclosed in advance but to be earned from one’s effort in pleading with GOD for
forgiveness of past sins and in proving to GOD by changes in one’s lifestyle that one
would not continue living a life of sins. He added that to disclose the experiences in
advance could tempt individuals that they had got what GOD had not yet granted to them.

Mr Ola-Olu Adeniyi, as he then was, impressed upon his junior brother to continue
carrying out the spiritual exercises specified in the tracts and wait patiently for GOD’s
reply without exhibiting any anxiety. He was emphatic that the bad dreams would cease
once salvation was attained by his junior brother.

Try as he could from June to September, 1961 Olayinka Daini did not receive any spiritual
experiences from heaven which he could relate to his senior brother. His bad dreams
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reduced in frequency, but did not completely disappear. If not for his deep respect for and
his trust in his senior brother, he would have given up his strive for salvation as an
exercise in futility!

When he was about to travel to Lagos late September, 1961, to resume schooling in
Lagos, he confided in his senior brother his frustration. His senior brother advised him to
start attending the Evangelical and Sunday Services of the Faith Assembly Church in
Lagos so as to understand the details of the Divine Doctrine of New Birth more clearly as
the Doctrine inspired the tract that would lead him to attain salvation into the kingdom of
GOD.
He took to that advice as soon as he resumed schooling in Lagos. He found out the
location of the church at Surulere and decided to attend an Evangelical Service holding
one Wednesday evening. Evangelical Services of the Faith Assembly Church were
designed to train individuals to attain all the different stages of New Birth, from salvation to
Being Sealed unto Eternity, The fifth stage of New Birth, which the primate dubbed “The
Finished Work of Grace”.

The first thing which he discovered in that Surulere church was that the theory of trinity
was not espoused there at all. Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was never referred to
as God, the son and the Holy Spirit was never called Holy Ghost and was never prayed to
as GOD the Spirit.

So, he too quickly adopted that religious format of only one GOD ALMIGHTY, without
rival, without equal, in his faith and in his prayers for salvation.
During the individual prayer for spiritual development in that service, an officer knelt down
beside him and said, “Please say after me”. That was how he knew the correct style of
saying the correct prayer for salvation. He would go to his hostel (Hostel 8, Kelvin Hall) at
Yabatech and pray likewise.

As he had enjoyed that Wednesday Evangelical Service and learnt a lot about the New
Doctrine that would guide him into the kingdom of GOD, he decided the following Sunday
not to worship GOD with his school mates in the All Saints Anglican Church, Yaba, but to
attend The Faith Assembly Church at No. 62, Tejuosho street, Surulere, Lagos.
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In that Sunday Morning Divine service, he was exposed to more truths about the kingdom
of GOD and he started to learn more about The New Birth Growth Stages which were
hinted at in the previous Evangelical service.

In subsequent Sunday services, he gathered more information about the kingdom of
GOD, more information about the five stages of spiritual development which Primate
Oshinyemi had identified as necessary for every human being to attain with his or her
Christianity, otherwise, that person’s Christianity was a sham.

He found out that the salvation which he had tried to attain in vain for three whole months
was the least of all the New Birth Growth Stages. He made up his mind to try to attain all
the five stages of New Birth so that he could realise his childhood ambition of knowing
GOD intimately and relating to GOD closely as a child of GOD such that he would be safe
from Satan and all his minions. He neither wanted his life to be ruined by satan nor his
destiny to be twisted by satan. From the biblical records, he preferred GOD to HIS
rebellious son called Lucifer, known all over the world as Satan the devil. As a small boy
in the Anglican Church, he had wanted somebody who could take him to enter the
kingdom of GOD and thus help him to establish his relationship with GOD as a son of
GOD upon the earth whom GOD would exercise HIS fatherly care upon.

After attending many Sunday Morning Services in The Faith Assembly Church and having
been opportuned to listen to the late Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi preach and watch him
minister in the Altar of The Most High GOD, Olayinka Daini became convinced that his
childhood dream had no chance of realization in the Anglican church but was possible of
realisation in the new church. His respect for his new church soared while his former
Anglican Church with its procession of white priests and theological graduates of high
intellectual distinctions dimmed in his eyes. The spiritual results which he personally
wanted were not available in that church whereas he had started hearing the testimonies
of their availability in his new church, the founder of which attended no theological school,
but was trained by GOD for seven years in Divine Mysticism!
Olayinka Daini therefore decided to be worshipping GOD regularly on Wednesdays and
on Sundays in The Faith Assembly Church, at least until he achieved salvation, after
which he would decide for himself what next.
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A few weeks into 1962, he started experiencing what was generally called The Breath of
GOD upon him in the Faith Assembly Church while praying and later also while praying to
GOD in his school’s hostel. He enjoyed the spiritual experience, especially the happy
feeling that always accompanied it, making him to want to sing hymns of praise to GOD
and to singing choruses repeatedly heartily.

After a while, he stood up during testimony time in one Wednesday Evangelical Service of
The Faith Assembly Church and recited his spiritual experiences to the congregation.
The officer conducting that Evangelical Service praised GOD and sang some choruses
along with the congregation to praise GOD for the testimony. In the Faith Assembly
Church every believable testimony was a sign of an individual having a fruitful spiritual
relationship with GOD ALMIGHTY. In New Birth, GOD ALMIGHTY is everything. If you
have no relationship with HIM, you are still nothing. You are still outside of HIS kingdom,
lost. Once HE accepts you back as HIS child , HE first breathes upon you the Breath of
HIS Divine forgiveness which is also a breath of HIS Divine Pleasure with you that you
have repented of your sins, had recognised HIM as your GOD and as your FATHER and
you had decided not to continue to sin against HIM in your life.

As the new spiritual experiences continued to occur to Olayinka Abayomi Daini, he
noticed to his pleasure that his bad dreams had disappeared completely. So his senior
brother was right after all. So his faith in his senior brother and in the tract written and
published by Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi was not a waste after all!

Olayinka Abayomi Daini continued to testify in Wednesday Evangelical Services of the
Breath of GOD which used to come upon him during every service which he attended at
Tejuosho and during his private devotion in his hostel at Yaba Technical Institute until one
Wednesday Evening when one senior officer of The Faith Assembly Church called him as
he was about to step out of the church hall on his way back to school.

The officer, a reverend Superintendent of the church whom he later found out to be the
next officer in rank to the Founder and Primate of the church pumped his hand warmly to
congratulate him that GOD had granted him salvation from the condemnation under which
he had been living his life before then. The officer claimed to have been following the
trend of his testimonies for some weeks and was satisfied that GOD had breathed upon
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him the Breath of HIS Divine forgiveness of his sins, which was also The Breath of GOD’s
pleasure with him. That officer added that GOD had woken up the inner man of Olayinka
Daini from slumber and had restored his name into GOD’S Book of life. (Exodus 32:33).
That officer gave Olayinka Daini the rebirth tract to guide him to attain sanctification and
told him to get cracking so as to attain sanctification too!

The last statement of the officer to Olayinka Daini was that the spiritual experiences
defining the attainment of sanctification were deeper and more satisfying than those
defining the attainment of Salvation. So, the original desire of Olayinka Daini to struggle to
attain all the five stages of New Birth got a boost from the testimony of that senior officer.

The divine doctrine which Olayinka Daini employed to attain salvation and which he was
using to attempt sanctification was called Rebirth by Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi, but when
Olayinka Daini was undergoing his prophesied post graduate further training in New Birth
under our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ in Glasgow, Scotland, U.K, he changed the
terminology to New Birth so as to distinguish it from the doctrine of some eastern religions
that used the expression ‘’Rebirth’’ to mean reincarnations of human being back to the
earth in human and in non-human forms after previous death upon the earth. New birth is
quite different from that speculative pagan doctrine

(b) THE FOUNDER’S UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING IN NEW BIRTH (1961-1964)
Since primate Oshinyemi’s syllabus in Rebirth stretched from stage 1- Salvation through
stage 2-sanctification, Stage 3–Baptism of the holy spirit, stage 4– conquering self will to
stage5 –Being Sealed unto Eternity, The finished work of Grace, The Rt. Reverend
Olayinka Abayomi Daini, The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement, therefore
considers the years 1961 to 1964 which he spent training in New Birth under Primate
A.A.T Oshinyemi as his undergraduate years of training in New Birth, especially when
Primate Oshinyemi wrote to him at Ibadan in August 1964 that his spiritual experiences in
his letter to the Primate convinced him that GOD had sealed Olayinka Abayomi Daini to
eternity.

Early in 1962, a senior officer of Faith Assembly Church congratulated Olayinka Abayomi
Daini for attaining Salvation. He was still waiting for his formal admission into Faith
Assembly Church by the laying of hands of divine Authority when early in 1963, the same
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senior officer pumped his hand after one Monday Evangelical Service then he had been
listening to his testimonies and that he was fully convinced that GOD ALMIGHTY had
classified Olayinka Abayomi Daini as one of HIS saints upon the earth, especially as his
testimonies revealed the divine unction of sanctification being applied to a part of his body
from above during his private or public worship of GOD in the church. That divine unction
of sanctification was fiery and benign and it was always accompanied by a joyful feeling
and quickening of his spirit. The joy content was higher than the joy of salvation which
was his first spiritual experience in New Birth. That senior officer handed to him the
remaining three rebirth tracts

to guide him to attain the Baptism of the Holy Spirit,

Conquering self-will, and Being Sealed unto Eternity.
Of all the published New Birth Growth Stages in the Oshinyemi tracts, Olayinka Daini
found his progress from his attainment of sanctification of the attainment of Baptism of
The Holy Spirit to be the fastest. By June, 1963, he had attained the Baptism of the Holy
Spirit. When he was at Ibadan on his long vacation in June, 1963, he was already hearing
the voice of The Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit was already issuing prophecies to him which
all proved accurate!
When he studied the Oshinyemi rebirth tracts to direct individuals to the attainment of
stage 4 of rebirth, Olayinka Daini easily convinced himself of the need to always set aside
one’s opinions and obey the Holy spirit, as our Lord Jesus Christ had described Him as
the Spirit of truth (John 14:17). As he is from the FATHER, therefore, He is a
representative of the FATHER upon the earth who is to guide us to doing what is right
before the FATHER all the time. So, Olayinka Daini had no problem subordinating himself
to the Holy Spirit in constant obedience to His directives and instructions. He regretted the
few incidents of his disobedience to the Holy Spirit and quickly established within himself
the strong will to always obey the Holy Spirit as that would always be in his best interest.

When he felt that he had mastered that aspect of his development in New Birth, Olayinka
Daini shifted his attention to studying the fifth Oshinyemi tract and trying to comply with its
specifications. He was already praying and pleading with GOD ALMIGHTY to take back
his free will and make him a soldier of HIS Son, Jesus Christ, as Primate Oshinyemi had
advised in his fifth tract when the same Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi announced one Friday
evening that our lord Jesus Christ at 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos, that our Lord
Jesus Christ had come to visit us in that service.
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C. THE DIVINE CALL TO SERVICE BY OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR, JESUS CHRIST
It was early 1964, just before the celebration of the Good Friday Service. The Service was
the Meeting of the Children of the Household of Grace holding at No, 62, Tejuosho Street,
Surulere, Lagos, presided over by The Most Reverend A.A.T Oshinyemi, The Founder
and Primate of the Faith Assembly Church, Rebirth Mystical Order.

Olayinka Abayomi Daini sat in his usual seat in the general congregation that evening as
a brother in the Lord. When his section of the congregation was directed to proceed to the
Altar of The Most High GOD for prayer help by the Founder and Primate as was usual in
that meeting in those days, he followed the others to the altar to kneel down and wait for
the primate to reach him and pray for him.

When the primate got to him, he told the primate his prayer request, bowing down shortly
thereafter to say his “Amen” to the prayer anticipated from the Primate.
When he heard no prayers from the Primate, he looked up on his knees, only for the
Primate to address him as follows:
“Sunday, Olayinka, Abayomi, Olugbenga, Daini, my Lord and your Lord, my Saviour and
your Saviour, directed me to ask you whether you would like to work for Him.
Olayinka replied, “Yes, Sir”
The Primate paused a while and smiled and said to the hearing of Olayinka Daini and to
the hearing of the entire congregation,
“The Lord told me to tell you that you were lucky to have answered yes. The Lord told me
to tell you that if you had answered no, he would have forced you to work for Him.”
Thereafter, Primate Oshinyemi motioned to Bro. Olayinka Daini to return to his seat
without saying for him the prayer which he had requested of the Primate.
Judging from the choruses which Primate Oshinyemi sang after that incident at the altar,
he was highly pleased that our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, visited his church and
more so, had selected one of his pupils for divine service.

Olayinka Daini himself was surprised by the whole incident and felt highly flattered to be
selected by the Lord and Saviour of all mankind for divine service. He wondered who told
Primate Oshinyemi all his names, especially the ones not registered with the church and
not registered in school, such as Sunday and Olugbenga.
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The public recruitment of Olayinka Abayomi Daini by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ,
during a Friday Evening Service at No. 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere Lagos, impacted on
the mind of Olayinka Daini a lot to reinforce his faith in the Divine Doctrine of New Birth,
The Doctrine of GOD which he was learning under Primate Oshinyemi, reinforced his faith
in Oshinyemi as a genuine Divine Messenger, reinforced his faith in The Faith Assembly
Church as a genuine church of GOD. That incident proved to him conclusively that the
chorus ’’ He is alive, Amen’’ which was being sung by Christians concerning our Lord
Jesus Christ was totally true indeed! That incident gladdened his heart that his original
ambition to know GOD more deeply and relate with HIM more intimately was getting to be
fulfilled with help from above! Why?

Because Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi held our Lord and saviour, Jesus Christ, in a very high
regard, even though he had taught his congregation not to refer to Jesus as GOD, or as
GOD The Son. He had taught his congregation that Our Lord Jesus Christ, was the Head
of all the sons of GOD in heaven and The Head of all Divine messengers of GOD who
had served GOD upon the earth.
He described our Lord Jesus Christ as The High Priest of all mankind before GOD
because He was our Chief Intercessor with GOD. Oshinyemi taught his congregation that
GOD had made Jesus Christ Lord Over all mankind, (Acts 2:36) even though he was not
GOD, as GOD is GOD alone, without any rival, without any equal. Oshinyemi taught that
GOD is The only Self-Existing divinity in the whole universe, self-Installed, SelfConcealed, Immortal, Invicible, Invisible.

(d) THE FOUNDER’S CALL TO POST GRADUATE TRAINING IN NEW BIRTH (19651972).
Olayinka Abayomi Daini concluded his secondary technical training at Yaba College of
Technology (Formerly Yaba Technical Institute) In June 1964, a few month after his
Divine call to service.
He returned to Ibadan with his Yaba Certificate, awaiting the result of the GCE O’level,
London, Summer Series, which he also sat for in June 1964 along with his colleagues.
He came to Lagos some time in August,1964 to collect at YABA TECH his GCE result
and returned to Ibadan same day.
From Ibadan, he posted his letter of Thanksgiving to GOD over his GCE result to Primate
A.A.T Oshinyemi, The Founder and Primate of Faith Assembly Church, Rebirth Mystical
12

Order. He also included in his letter details of the new Spiritual experiences which started
to occur to him in Lagos around June, 1964 when he was in the thick of his two terminal
examinations and which spiritual experiences continued to occur to him at Ibadan after he
had returned from Lagos.

Although, he was still attending church regularly during his examinations in Lagos when
the new spiritual experiences began, he decided to await further development before
testifying about them in open church because they included an unusual element of a
vision which was never featured in his previous new birth experiences; there was also
sudden manifestations of fear in the repertoire which worried him, as he could not
properly interpret that. He had never heard any church member or officer testifying to
experiencing such details in their spiritual testimonies of development in New Birth.

Primate Oshinyemi’s letter of reply came back to Olayinka Daini at Ibadan the same
August, 1964, full of rebuke to him for leaving Lagos without obtaining his prior
permission, because, as he put it, the Lord wanted Olayinka Daini to be in Lagos, and
nowhere else.
In that Letter, Primate Oshinyemi issued his order to Olayinka Daini to return to Lagos
Immediately. In the last paragraph of the Primate’s letter, his tone suddenly changed. The
primate referred to Olayinka Daini’s spiritual testimonies and started congratulating him
warmly for having attained the Fifth stage of New Birth, Being Sealed by GOD unto
Eternity, ‘’ The Finished Work of Grace’’, as Oshinyemi described it in his rebirth tract.
The Founder and Primate repeated his order that Olayinka Daini should return to Lagos
Immediately and also repeated his warm congratulation to his son in the Lord for his GCE
result and for his exploit in Rebirth before signing off his letter which he wrote by hand in
that his beautiful writing, closed with his flourishing signature on the official letter head
paper of Faith Assembly Church, Rebirth Mystical Order.

Before Olayinka Abayomi Daini wrote his G.C.E London and New Birth testimonies to his
Church Founder and Primate in Lagos, his senior brother, then Mr. Ola-Oluwa Adeniyi
Daini, now Dr. Ola-Oluwa Adeniyi Daini, had taken him and his Yaba Tech certificate to
some employment agencies at Ibadan and he had been offered Three clerical jobs, with
an ECN accounts clerk at Dugbe, Ibadan, being one of them.
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He was yet to decide which of the three job offers to accept and then follow his senior
brother to register for G.C.E A.Levels Extra-Mural studies at University College, Ibadan
before the Primate’s Letter ordering him to return to Lagos came. He had previously
agreed with his senior brother’s plan to begin work at Ibadan so as to study for Maths,
Maths, Physics at A Level GCE in the UCI extra-murals with a view to seeking later a
university admission for an engineering degree. Olayinka Daini had expressed his
personal preference for a degree in Mechanical Engineering and later seeking to earn the
British. M. I. Mech. E. before aiming for the PHD and the D.Sc respectively in Mechanical
Engineering.

Olayinka Daini gave the Primate’s letter to his senior brother to read, who having read it,
thrusted it back to him with the comment ’’It is your letter, you are the one to decide’’. Mr.
Ola-Olu Adeniyi Daini then reminded his junior brother how poor they were in their family
and how his junior brother had previously agreed with him of the necessity for they, the
sons, to work hard to lift the family up financially When Olayinka Daini remarked, ‘’I have
to go back to Lagos as the Primate had ordered. I cannot afford to disobey our Lord and
Saviour’’ Mr. Ola-Olu Daini tried to scare him with the following comments to no avail.

“it is most likely that The Primate had not made any arrangement for you as to
accommodation and feeding in Lagos, not to talk of any financial support until you get
your first salary”. (And Mr Daini senior was absolutely correct in all those points) It is
unlikely that the primate himself would be able to go around Lagos to look for employment
for you, whereas you already have three jobs in Ibadan here. You have a home and you
have my financial support.” (all those points proved to be absolutely true!)

Olayinka Daini did not tell his senior brother when he returned to Ibadan in June, 1964
that our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, had visited No 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere,
Lagos to recruit him to divine service. He felt that reporting that incident to his senior
brother could provoke his senior brother to anger, as if he was competing in New Birth
with his senior brother who had introduced him to both the church and The Divine
Doctrine in the first place. Even when his senior brother had risen in New Birth to earn his
ordination from Primate A.A.T. Oshinyei to become a non-stipendairy rebirth priest, he
was just brother Olayinka Daini, everybody’s kid brother in the church!
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As The Primate had let the cat out of the bag in his official letter that GOD had sealed the
junior brother unto eternity while the senior brother was still at Rebirth (New Birth) stage 3,
silence on the matter had to remain golden. Olayinka Daini kept replying his senior
brother”s discouragement about going to Lagos with the refrain. “I just have to go to
Lagos. I cannot afford to disobey our Lord, Jesus Christ,”
So, his senior brother gave him the transport fare to Lagos and he promptly reported
himself at No 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos, to face all the suffering which his
senior brother had warned him of till around October, 1964 when he finally resumed work
as an account clerk grade II in the Pension Fund of the Railways, Corporation
Headquater, Ebute-Metta, Lagos, thanks to Reverend Elder The Superintendent J.O.
Oshikoya.
Olayinka Daini decided to rely on the resolution of Saint Paul in his letter to the Romans to
bear his initial sufferings in Lagos and not allow them to discourage him from his zeal to
serve GOD and thereby gain more intimacy with GOD.

Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi appeared one

Friday Evening at No 62, Tejuosho Street,

Surulere, Lagos, to preside over a Friday Meeting of The Children of the Household of
Grace after Olayinka Daini had returned to Lagos. Primate Oshinyemi decided to
announce to his congregation that evening that Brother Olayinka Daini had attained the
fifth stage of New Birth. He then proceeded to reshuffle the seating arrangement in that
service, announcing that GOD had instructed him to sit everyone in that

service

henceforth by their rebirth grade level. He then sat Olayinka Abayomi Daini beside
Reverend Elder The Superintendent J.O. Oshikoya whom he claimed was the only person
in Faith Assembly Church who had attained stage 5 of rebirth before Olayinka Abayomi
Daini. Olayinka was a seventeen years old fresh secondary school graduate while Rev.
oshikoya, a married man with two children, was a priest and a senior accountant in The
Nigerian Railways Corporation, who had earned his

Inter-ACCA

from the Nigerian

College of Science and Technology, Ibadan, from where Obafemi Awolowo University
was structured out.

1964 became a year of surprises in the life of Olayinka Abayomi Daini.
Around November, 1964, in one Meeting of The Children of the Household of Grace,
presided over by Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi, Primate Oshinyemi stood up in the Sanctuary
of The Most High GOD to announce that our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ had come to
15

visit His flock. Then he announced that our Lord Jesus Christ had instructed him to
announce to the congregation that He, Jesus Christ, had decided to train Olayinka
Abayomi Daini further in rebirth for seven more years!

That announcement put Olayinka Daini more on the spot than the previous rearrangement of the sitting positions in the Friday Service by the Founder and Primate.
That announcement challenged the faith of Olayinka Daini in Primate A.A.T Oshiyemi.
The immediate question that arose in his mind upon hearing that announcement was
“what is there to learn again in New Birth for seven whole years when the primate had
described the fifth stage of New Birth as The Finished Work of Grace?, the climax to the
salvation story?”
Olayinka Daini quickly used his willpower to suppress that question and push it out of his
mind because he did not want to offend our Lord, Jesus Christ who had earlier in that year
called him to divine service. He had previously reasoned that his earlier call to divine
service by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ was not without the prior approval of the
Heavenly FATHER. If the proposed further training in New Birth is the divinely approved
scheme before his deployment in divine service, who was he to object? Olayinka Daini
was genuinely and sincerely afraid of GOD ALMIGHTY WHO had just sealed him unto
eternity.

So, he gladly welcomed the announcement of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ through
Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi of a further training in New Birth for a further seven years. He
pushed out of his mind his own previous plan to request Primate Oshinyemi to start
training him in Divine Mysticism, as Primate Oshinyemi had consistently regaled his
congregation at No 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos. How GOD trained him in Divine
Mysticism, for seven years, from 1947 to 1954, after which he resigned his appointment
with the Nigerian Railways Cooporation and found The Faith Assembly Church, Rebirth
Mystical Order, which he later renamed Christ Mystical Order, CMO, in 1966 after his
Episcopal Tour of Britain.
Throughout 1964 and some time in 1965, Primate Oshinyemi uttered further prophecies
during church service, concerning the further seven years training in New Birth for
Olayinka Daini by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, such as:
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“Olayinka Daini, Oluwa ni laarin odun meje yen, Oun o mu e lo si ilu Oyinbo fun igba die,
bi Oun O ti ma ko e si ninu itunnibi. Oluwa wipe Oun O si tun mu e pada wa si Nigeria,
laije ki o pe lohun. Oluwa ni Oun ko ni je ki o joko si ilu Oyinbo rara”
Meaning:
“Olayinka Daini, our Lord, Jesus Christ, said that during the further seven years training
for you in New Birth, HE would take you to UK but would neither allow you to stay long
there to become a permanent dweller there or stay back in UK. After the completion of
your training in New Birth.”
Rev. Olayinka Abayomi Daini left Nigeria for Italy by Alitalia Airline on 29th June, 1969 to
Rome. From Rome, he took another flight to Milan. He flew out of Milan, Italy, in
September 1969 to Heathrow Airport, London and took the night train to Glasgow,
Scotland where he worked as a missionary priest for Faith Assembly Church, Christ
Mystical Order until 21st may 1972 when he formally resigned his officership and
membership of Faith Assembly Church, Christ Mystical Order when Primate Oshinyemi”s
lifestyle no longer matched the ethical standard of New Birth which attracted Olayinka
Daini to the church in the first instance. What Oshinyemi later started doing in his life was
totally different from what he used to preach at No. 62, Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos
in terms of godliness.

The Very Rev. Olayinka Abayomi Daini, as he had become, flew out of Abotsinch Airport,
Glasgow, via London to Nigeria in the night of 12th October, 1972. He landed at Ikeja
airport, Lagos, Nigeria in the early morning of 13th October, 1972, inadvertently fulfilling
Primate Oshinyemi’s prophecy without having the prophecy in mind that time at all at all
Some other 1965-1966 prophecies by Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi on the announced
proposed seven years further training in New Birth for Olayinka Abayomi Daini.

Prophecy:
“Olayinka Daini, lehin ti Oluwa ba ti ko e tan fun odun meje si I ni itunnibi, a o si gbe o
ga!”
Meaning:
“Olayinka Daini, after our Lord, Jesus Christ had completed His proposed seven years
further training for you in New Birth, you will be divinely elevated.”
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That prophesied elevation bothered Olayinka Daini, during that seven years additional
training in New Birth. When Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi elevated him to the rank of provost
in the Faith Assembly Church in September, 1970, he couldn’t regard that as the
prophesied elevation, his further training was not yet concluded. The prophecy was after,
not during the further training.
The prophecy was executed by the ALMIGHTY GOD HIMSELF by a series of spiritual
intiations which climaxed one evening in late march, 1972, when his innerman was taken
out of his body as he laid on his bed at no 1213 Argyle Street, Glasgow, Scotland, to
heaven where he was made to see some shinning and twinkling stars at vast distances
which the Spirit of GOD doing what is called “voice over” told him were “ the Stars of
GOD, The Sons of GOD”. While gazing at those shinning stars in their brightness in the
vast enclosing space, he suddenly heard the boom of a very loud voice which so much
frightened him that he wanted to return to the earth to go and re-enter his body left on his
bed, but a voice over from the Spirit of GOD to him that the loud voice was the voice of
The Most High GOD HIMSELF, That GOD was not angry with him as he had assumed,
because a loud voice on earth was usually a voice of rebuke, that GOD was however
pleased with him and was commending him for the progress which he had made in his
development in New Birth.( He remembered that our Lord, Jesus Christ, had informed him
in 1970 that he had attained the 9th stage of New Birth, that GOD made him a Temple of
GOD upon the earth, that was the year that the Primate in Lagos wrote to announce that
he had been promoted to fill the vacant post of Provost of The Faith Assembly church,
Rebirth Mystical order)
Then Olayinka Daini while still floating in the vastness of space away from the stars of
GOD saw a seal placed in his right hand, with a triangular inscription on it. The words
within the inscription were glowing like neon lights in different colours, green, violet,
red,etc. He strained his eyes to read the words in the triangle, but could not. He
suspected that the words were Holy Names Of GOD which were to manifest in his life
constantly through the seal placed in right hand. In a short time he found him self
speeding back to the earth to enter his body on his bed at NO 1213 Argyle, Street,
Glasgow, C.3,Scotland,UK.
As he woke up from his sleep as soon as he entered his body on his bed, he caught
himself saying happily and confidently in Yoruba,
“kin wa bere ise Olorun wayi lai beru anybody!”
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Meaning:
“Let me resume GOD’s work now without fearing anybody.” He was not ready to fear
satan or any opposition to his divine assignment. He felt that having being taken to
heaven to float among the sons of GOD to receive The Divine Benediction, and with the
spiritual seal of The Most High GOD placed upon his right hand, he had received The
Endorsement of The Most High GOD to propagate upon the earth all what he had learned
under our Lord, Jesus Christ, about The Doctrine of GOD, called New Birth.
He did not know that night that GOD had kindly installed him into the rank of a Divine
Messenger. The Spirit of his ministry told him about that around 1989 when he had found
and run The New Birth Movement for some years.
E. PROPHECIES ABOUT A FUTURE DIVINE ASSIGNMENT IN NEW BIRTH FOR
OLAYINKA ABAYOMI DAINI BY THE MOST REV. A.A.T.OSHINYEMI, THE FOUNDER
AND PRIMATE OF FAITH ASSEMBLY CHURCH, CHRIST MYSTICAL ORDER, from
1965 – 1969.
(a) Prophecy: “ Olayinka Abayomi Daini, Olorun Oga-Ogo ni kin so fun e pe o ma se ise
kan fun Oun lehin wa ola, ati pe ise na le pupo, sugbon o gbodo ko ise na sile.” (
prophecy repeated a number of times)
Meaning: “ Olayinka Abayomi Daini, The Almighty GOD instructed me to inform you that
you will carry out an assignment for HIM in the future, that the assignment is daunting and
that you must not abandon the assignment.” ( prophecy repeated a number of times)
(b) Prophecy: “ Olayinka Daini, Olorun ni ki nso fun e pe ki iwo bere sii toro lowo Oun fun
emi suuru, emi irele, emi iforiti, ati emi iroko ni tori ise ti Oun fe ran e, leyin wa ola. Ise na,
ise lile ni. Awon emi yen ni o maa ran e lowo lati le gbe eru ise na lai subu, lai ko ise na
sile.” ( prophecy repeated a number of times)
Meaning: “Olayinka Daini, GOD has directed me to tell you to start praying to HIM to
grant you the spirit of patience, the spirit of humility, the spirit of perseverance, and the
spirit of fortitude and longsuffering because the work which you will do for HIM in future is
very challenging and those moral qualities will enable you to cope without failing.” (
prophecy repeated a number of times)
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(c) Prophecy: “Olayinka Daini, Olorun ni ki nso fun e pe, bi o se wa sinu aiye nisisiyi,
olojo kukuru ni e. O wa pe ki o se ohungbogbo ti o fe se laiye, papapa, ki o si kuro ninu
aiye papapa, sugbon nitori ise ti Oun fe ran e lola, Oun ti fi kun ojo aiye re, pe o ma dagba
o si ma darugbo ki o to kuro ninu aiye yi.” ( prophecy repeated a number of times)
Meaning: “Olayinka Daini, GOD directed me to inform you that the destiny of your present
incarnation in the world now is for you to live a short life. Your destiny is to achieve all
your set objectives quickly on earth and to die at a young age, but because of the
assignment which GOD has for you in future, GOD said that HE had elongated your
lifespan upon the earth such that you will no longer die young, but rather, you will live to a
ripe old age.” ( prophecy repeated a number of times)
(d) Prophetic advice: “ Olayinka Daini, mo rii pe ise ti Olorun ran e lola a fe e ga e laiya,
be e ni o ko gbodo ko ise Olorun sile. Mo gba e ni iyanju pe ti o ba fe su e lehin wa ola, ki
o ma a ko orin Yoruba Hymn Book No 315, “F’eru re f’a fefe,” lati fi mu okan re le. (The
Primate sang all the three verses of the hymn from memory,assisted by many officers
who knew the hymn by heart also.) Ti o ba le mo okan re le lati je ise Olorun gegebi
Olorun se fe, igbeyin re, Olayinka Daini, a a dun bi awon ese orin yen ti wi.”
Meaning: “Olayinka Daini, I forsee that the assignment which GOD wants you to carry out
for HIM in the future is very daunting and you must not give it up. Whenever you feel
overwhelmed by some details of the assignment in the future, you should revive your zeal
for GOD with the words of the hymn in the CMS Yoruba hymn book, No 315, “f’eru re f’a
fefe,” (The Primate there and then sang all the three verses of the hymn from memory,
accompanied by some officers who also know the CMS Hymn by heart.) If you can revive
your zeal for GOD with that hymn anytime that you are low in spirit and pick up your cross
and resolve to carry it on in the followership of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, to
carry out GOD’s assignment as GOD want, Olayinka Daini, your end upon the earth will
be as sweet as predicted in the words of that Hymn.”
(e) Prophetic Instruction: “Olayinka Daini, GOD said that you should pray to HIM to give
you The Spirit Of Wisdom and Acute Intelligence, because you need that spirit to enable
you to carry out the assignment which HE has for you in the future. Do not forget to pray
to GOD continuously that HE should give you The Spirit Of Wisdom and Acute
Intelligence.”
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(f) Prophecy: “Olayinka Daini, Olorun so pe ki o ma se kanju lati fe iyawo nitori bi o ba
dagba si i ninu itunnibi, o maa soro fun o lati ri obinrin ti o le da e loju pe a fe ba e sin
Olorun nipa eko itunnibi. Olorun ni Oun fun rara Oun ni Oun ma ba e wa iyawo ti o ma a
ba e rin ona itunnibi lehin wa ola.” (Prophecy repeated a few times).
Meaning: “Olayinka Daini, GOD said that you should not be in a hurry to get married,
because you will have considerable difficulty in finding a woman whom you will be
satisfied that she would be willing to walk in the Divine Doctrine of New Birth in the future.
GOD told me to assure you that HE HIMSELF will find a wife for you who will willingly
walk with you in the narrow path of New Birth.” (Prophecy repeated a few times).
(g) Prophetic Observation: “Olayinka Daini, I sawt that GOD made you a prince in your
father’s house but, that your siblings generally hated you, as happened to Joseph.”
(h) Prophecy: “Olayinka Daini, GOD told me that the work which you will do for HIM in
future is patterned after Psalm 19.(The Primate started reciting from memory Psalm 19 in
Yoruba from verse 1, elaborating on each verse to interpret it and concluded that the work
must cover the whole world, as the Sun does in its daily journey, by GOD’s immutable
arrangement.) While he was still prophesying from his seat in The Sanctuary of The Most
High GOD at No.62 Tejuosho street, Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria, Primate Oshinyemi
advised Olayinka Daini to always recite Psalm 19 at a certain hour on a certain day of
each week, reciting it alone, as a prayer, or reciting it with his own additional words of
prayer to GOD.

E1: THE DIVINE CALL AND TRAINING OF PRIMATE A.A.T OSHINYEMI
According to how Oshinyemi told his own story himself several times in services at no.62
tejuosho street, Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria, in the sixties, he was born of an Ijebu-Igbo man
with a family link with the late Oba Daniel Adesanya, a previous Awujale of Ijebu-land. His
father was married to an Ijoko lady, from the village of Ijoko near Otta in Ogun State,
Nigeria. He declared that he was a former soldier who served in the West African
Frontiers Force during the second world war, who was discharged from the force at the
end of the war in 1945.
He then joined the Signals Unit of The Traffic Section of The Nigerian Railways
Corporation because he was in The Army Signals before.
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The Railways posted him to the city of Kafanchan in the former Northern Region of
Nigeria.
There at Kafanchan, he worshipped GOD with the new religious group in Nigeria known
as The Cherubim and Seraphim Movement, found in Lagos, about 1930 by one Baba
Aladura, Prophet Moses Tunolashe Orimolade who had travelled from Akure to settle in
Lagos, a former worshipper of GOD in The Anglican Church of Nigeria. Primate
Oshinyemi revealed that he spent his spare time at Kafanchan to stage religious plays
from church to church until some prophets from other churches in Kafanchan started
visiting him to tell him that GOD sent them to inform him that GOD wanted to make him
too a prophet of GOD. He testified that he used to react angrily against such prophecies
that he did not want to be a prophet, until when he was struck by a serious illness which
defied all cures.
He then reasoned within himself that the illness could be GOD’s way of showing him that
HE was angry with him. So he decided to embark on a series of prayers to GOD to forgive
him that he was then ready to serve GOD in the capacity of a prophet.
Shortly after, The Spirit of GOD spoke to him directly for the first time, instructing him to
go on a series of fasting and prayers, after which he would be given further directives.
The Most Rev. Oshinyemi recalled that he was told that he would be trained in Divine
Mysticism for seven years so that GOD could use him to reveal HIMSELF afresh to
mankind as The Real CREATOR WHO should be worshipped and consulted on all issues
of human life, instead of human beings worshipping idols, or consulting demons such as
in the Ifa system of Divination prevalent in Yoruba land elsewhere.
Primate Oshinyemi recalled that during the course of his seven years training in Divine
Mysticism, he was made to know the seven Arch-Angels whom GOD uses principally to
run the operations of the universe. He was made to know our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ as The Head of all The Sons of GOD in heaven, Who is also The Head of all Divine
Messengers. He was also introduced to The Doctrine of GOD which he called Rebirth.
Oshinyemi saw Divine Mysticism as the spiritual technology aspect of the doctrine of
GOD, restricted to only a few people so that morally unqualified people will not use the
knowledge to do a lot of damage to fellow human beings. To Oshinyemi, Divine Mysticism
is the operational technicality of the esoteric aspect of The Doctrine of GOD which GOD
designed for the benefit of mankind.(Matthew 13:11,Deut 29:29)
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Primate Oshinyemi’s priesthood was divinely modelled after the divine priesthood which
GOD established in Israel through Prophet Moses, to be exercised by Reverend Aaron
and his sons(not daughter not wife). In an everlasting priesthood of total and constant
devotion to GOD ALMIGHTY as THE SOLE CREATOR of all things and of all
beigns(Isaiah 44:24) WHOSE WILL must always be done on earth as it is beings done in
heaven.(Matthew 6:10).
The priesthood of Oshinyemi had no brazen altar,(no burning or roasting of any animal or
plant sacrifices),no urim and thurim, had no breast plate with set stones containing the
twelve names of the twelve sons of Jacob(from two wives, and from two concubines)
representing the twelve tribes of Israel. It had no ephod.
The Sanctuary of GOD ALMIGHTY in the priesthood practised by the late Primate A.A.T
Oshinyemi had no brazen altar, did not feature any animal sacrifices or the burning of
oblations, had no wave offerings, no sin offerings, no peace offerings, and so on.
It had only one altar table with the seven branched candlestick, as in the time of Moses,
only Oshinyemi could not afford to produce a golden candlestick, as ordered by GOD
ALMIGHTY to Moses.(Exodus 25:31, 37,17,Numbers 8:4)
The altar table had seven lamps, as GOD had instructed Moses to do in his own
time.Exodus 25:37.
Oshinyemi used the censer to offer incense to GOD during moments of divine exaltation
in services to GOD, but he could not afford to make his censer golden as Solomon did for
GOD. 1kings 7:50
Oshinnyemi could not get anybody vast in the art of the apothecary to help him make the
anointing and consecrating oils which GOD specified for Moses in Exodus 30:23-30. He
made do with those of the perfumes in the local market which The Spirit of GOD approved
and he consecrated them for the desired purpose.
The same applied to the divinely specified spices for the incense.
According to Primate Oshinyemi, the oils and the water are merely the medium for storing
portions of divine spiritual vibrations which convey the special energy charges to
eventuate the desired miracle for some people, such as the miracle of healing, a miracle
of breaking an occult spell.
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The divine directives to Prophet Moses regarding the setting up and the operation of The
Divine Sanctuary are set out in Exodus 25:1-end. Verses 6 and 8 are very significant to us
in these modern time, as The Mercy Seat is no longer applicable, as our Lord Jesus
Christ is now our High Priest and The Chief Intercessor between man and GOD
ALMIGHTY. Because of the manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ, successfully upon the
earth, animal sacrifices are no longer required. Prophet King David had anticipated this
development in Psalm 51:17.
In The Sanctuary of The Most High GOD operated by The Most Rev.A.A.T Oshinyemi at
Tejuosho, there was never a sighting of The Divine Pillar of Light. At no time did The
Glory of GOD prevent Primate Oshinyemi from entering The Sanctuary of GOD, as
occasionally occurred in the ministry of Prophet Moses. Exodus 40:34,35.
“Then a cloud covered the tent of the congregation, and the glory of the LORD filled the
tabernacle. And Moses was not able to enter into the tent of the congregation, because
the cloud abode therein, and the glory of the LORD filled the tabernacle.”
The Divine Instruction to Prophet Moses to construct, and to operate a sanctuary for GOD
upon the earth was to achieve a stated divine purpose, as follows:
“And let them make me a Sanctuary, that I may dwell among them.” Exodus 25:8.
“And thou shall put the mercy seat above upon the ark; and in the ark thou shall put the
testimony that I shall give thee.” Exodus 25:21.
“And there I will meet with thee, and I will commune with thee from above the mercy seat
from the two cherubims which are upon the ark of the testimony, of all things which I will
give thee in commandment unto the children of Israel.” Exodus 25:22.
The Doctrine of GOD had been in existence since GOD created Adam and Eve upon the
earth and gave them HIS commandment what not to do to avoid painful losses and painful
consequences. In simple term, the doctrine of GOD was known simply as the
commandments and statutes of GOD. When the sinfulness of men and wometn upon the
earth escalated such that mankind hardly knew GOD clearly spiritually, the need for men
to be taught how to invoke GOD to give signals of HIS presence or to manifest signs of
HIS goodwill to HIS people arose. The doctrine of GOD then included information on the
procedure for the operation of spiritual technology. The information on the procedure for
the operation of spiritual technology was known as Divine Mysticism. Now, I, Olayinka
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Abayomi Daini the second Divine Messenger of Fire, Faith, and Love who was also
divinely appointed first as the Founder, in 1980, and later in 2003 as the Primate of The
New Birth Movement, call it Divine Spiritual Technology for the manifestation of The
Grace of GOD and for the distribution of that grace effectively during divine worship.
In The Sanctuary of The Most High GOD under the Late Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi, there
was no Ark of Convenant, no shew bread, no mercy seat with the sculpted opposite facing
cherubs (Exodus 25:17). That was the modern sanctuary, as GOD had revised it after the
coming to the earth of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. This is the modern sanctuary
being operated in the churches of GOD in The New Birth Movement today.
GOD ALMIGHTY certainly did not speak to Primate Oshinyemi in public as HE did several
times with Moses and a few times, directly to Aaron and his sons in the public (Exodus
25:22, Numbers 11:1) GOD is THE OWNER OF HIS SANCTUARY. HE directs how it
should be set up. The theologians who supposed that the divine altar and the sanctuary of
GOD had been abolished because of the crucifixion of our Lord, Jesus Christ, upon the
earth got it wrong. Just as all those who invented the concept of the priesthood of all
believers in GOD got it totally wrong.
The priesthood of GOD which HE established through Moses in the lineage of Aaron was
to be an everlasting priesthood. The duty of the priest to constantly burn incense to the
name of GOD was to be an everlasting duty as well.(Exodus 19:6, Exodus 27:20,21,
Exodus 28:40,41, Exodus 29:42-46, Exodus 40:15)
Under Oshinyemi’s dispensation in the sixties, in Nigeria here the altar table featured.a
standing sculptured brass cross standing in front of the candlestick having three
branches, as designed by GOD for Moses and featuring seven candles. The brass
sculptured cross had a figurine to represent our Lord, Jesus Christ, hanging from the
cross as at Golgotha, representing The Beloved Son of GOD in whom GOD is well
pleased, Who is the Messenger of The New Covenant. (Malachi 3:1) The new covenant of
Prophet Malachi is Oshinyemi’s rebirth which we call New Birth in The New Birth
Movement today.
On Oshinyemi’s altar table was also a brass hand bell which he used to give signals to the
congregation during a church service, which He also used to give signals to the angels of
GOD which He used to summon for errands during church services, In The New Birth
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Movement now, we still feature the brass hand bell on our altar table for the same
purposes.
The late Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi used to lay his prophetic rod on the altar table and
pick it as needed during services to modulate and direct spiritual energy during the
service, especially during spiritual warfare or during operations of healing or when
invoking benedictions. Oshinyemi never used the wooden prophetic rod, as he knew quite
well that the wood is not a conductor of any energy, but an insulator.We too In The New
Birth Movement do not use the wooden prophetic rod. It has no place in divine spiritual
technology.
Oshinyemi backed the altar table against the end wall of the church auditorium, never
standing behind it as the priests of some church denominations do because their
congregations wanted to be seeing the faces of the priests all the time. To Oshinyemi,
the altar table was the point of contact between GOD and HIS priest, between GOD and
HIS congregation. The altar was the airport of the holy angels of GOD sent to minister to
the congregation of GOD.
The table of the altar is visible, but GOD is invisible. The table is finite, but GOD is infinite.
Kneeling before the altar table is tantamount to kneeling before The GOD WHO has no
beginning and no end. In a divine services, being able to see the face of the priest is not
as important as been able to hear the voice of the priest and comply with his instructions
and accompany his petitions to GOD with your own faith and draw out of the benefits
which he is trying to attract from GOD with your own hope. Above all these is your private
development in New Birth such that you can feel wherever you are situated in the church
auditorium the vibrations of the Spirit of GOD conveying some refreshing from above,
according to individual growth level in New Birth, as the New Birth priest performs the
prescribed rituals in the sanctuary of The Most High GOD.
If GOD does not respond with any form of the manifestation of HIS Spirit, there is a
serious problem. If GOD does and nobody could feel anything in the whole church, there
is a more serious problem. May be the church is not even a New Birth Church, where,
from the priest to the congregation, nobody has his or her name in The Book of Life,
where nobody in the entire religious set up is through to GOD. The congregation wanting
to see the face of the priest all the time is probably not a New Birth congregation, trying to
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worship GOD in the flesh instead of trying to worship GOD in spirit and in truth as our
Lord Jesus Christ had specified. John 4: 23,24

E2. THE SEQUENCE OF OSHINYEMI’S PROPHECIES TO OLAYINKA
ABAYOMI

DAINI

TO

REVEAL

GOD’S

MIND

ON

HIS

DIVINE

ASSIGNMENT.
Just before Easter 1964, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, appeared in a Meeting of
The Children of The Household of Grace in the Faith Assembly Church, no 62 Tejuosho
Street,Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria, to recruit Olayinka Daini for divine service.
In August 1964, Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi replied the letter of Testimony from Olayinka
Daini at Ibadan, instructing him to return promptly to Lagos, that our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ, wanted him in Lagos and not at Ibadan.
Primate Oshinyemi disclosed in that letter that the written testimonies of Olayinka Daini
indicated that GOD had Sealed him unto Eternity, which is the fifth stage of new birth and
the zenith of Oshinyemi’s new birth syllabus. Oshinyemi had styled this developmental
stage in new birth, The Finished Work of Grace.
Around November, 1964, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, visited a Friday Meeting of
The Children of The Household of Grace in The Faith Assembly Church at no 62,
Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria and caused Primate Oshinyemi to announce
His presence to the concregation and to announce as well that He, Jesus, would train
Olayinka Daini further in new birth for seven more years!
For the balance of 1964 and for the first part of 1965, all prophecies from Primate
Oshinyemi during church services that were directed to Olayinka Daini disclosed further
details of the prophesied seven more years of new birth training by our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ. From the middle of 1965, Primate Oshinyemi started prophesying to
Olayinka Daini while seated in the congregation, about one work that GOD said that
Olayinka Daini would do for HIM in future. Those public prophetic utterances from
Oshinyemi spanned from mid 1965 to early 1969, as Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini
left Nigeria at the end of June, 1969 as a rebirth missionary priest to U.K via Italy.
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The initial prophecies about the future work of God were warnings that the work would be
very difficult and that Olayinka Daini must not ever contemplate giving up GOD’S work,
come what might be. He was adviced repeatedly in the initial prophecies to pray to GOD
to bless him with the spirit of patience, perserverance and courage so as to be able to do
the work successfully. Then suddenly, Primate Oshinyemi in prophetic trances started
urging Olayinka Daini to start begging GOD to give him The Spirit of Wisdom and Acute
Intelligence because GOD told him, Oshinyemi, that this was the Spirit with which
Olayinka Daini would carry out his future assignment for GOD. Olayinka Daini understood
that Oshinyemi’s prophetic derectives to be referring to the Spirit of his own future ministry
for GOD ALMIGHTY. It was at this point that Olayinka Daini started suspecting that his
future work for GOD would not be under Primate Oshinyemi as he had presumed, but
would be in a separate ministry, because the Spirit of Ministry which Primate Oshinyemi
was urginig him to pray for from GOD was quite different from the Spirit of Ministry of
Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi.
In The Founder’s Mystical Students Association Meeting Held in the Friday Meeting of the
Household of Grace to which Olayinka Daini had been appointed secretary at the
nomination of Reverend Canon E.A. JIYA, one of the founders of that association,
Primate Oshinyemi had repeatedly announced the title of his Spirit of ministry and even
revealed the seal of his ministry. So, Olayinka Daini gradually started getting the hint that
GOD planned to separate him in future from Primate.A.A.T Oshinyemi even though new
birth would remain the topic of his assignment for GOD.
Then at another Friday Meeting, Primate Oshinyemi prophesied that Psalm 19 was the
psalm indicating the nature of GOD’s future assignment for Olayinka Daini, how the work
would be about new birth, how the work would be worldwide in spread. Oshinyemi would
recite the first few verses of the psalm from memory and expand it’s applications with
respect to that prophesied future assignment for Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini. From
1965 to 1969, Olayinka Daini became fully convinced that he was to carry out an
assignment for GOD, adumbrated in psalm 19, but he did not fully believe that it would be
a totally different ministry from the ministry of Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi, The First Divine
Messenger of Fire, Faith, and Love. At that time Oshinyemi was Olayinka Daini’s religious
hero that had no blemishes. The Faith Assembly Church was the best church in the world
worth serving with all of one’s money, energy and time and even all of one’s youth. At the
attainment of the fifth stage of new birth, Olayinka Daini had personally resolved to devote
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the whole of himself till the age of 25 to strive to help entrench and expand the spread of
the ministry of Primate Oshinyemi upon the earth. He did not tell Primate Oshinyemi or
anyone else of this resolution of his. He did not put it in any private prayer to GOD.
Olayinka Daini saw the ministry of Primate Oshinyemi as a ministry still in the infant stage,
needing a lot of human assistance in labour and contributions in order to stabilise, and
grow and spread. Olayinka Daini took this personal decision out of his apprecation of the
whole package of goodness for all mankind in The Divine Doctrine of New Birth and he
felt that the whole human race ought to know about the existence of that doctrine and the
load of benefits awaiting all people who adopt it as their religious way of life. This personal
resolution enable Olayinka Daini to serve Primate Oshinyemi very well as an unpaid
assistant and as an unpaid personal driver because both appointments consume his time
a lot and if he had engaged in private studies to improve himself in a secular future
career, he would not be available to serve the primate. If he had taken up any of the
educational opportunities that were offered to him in Lagos with scholarships in 1965, or
taken any of the career appointments that were dangled in front of him in that period, he
would not be available to serve the Oshinyemi family so devotedly.
Even in Britain,from1969 to 1972, he sacrificed a lot to keep to his sacred resolution to
help The Faith Assembly Church to be grounded, although the church did not grow inspite
of his efforts along with the efforts of his senior in the Rebirth Holy Order, The Right
Reverned S.A. Audifferen.

F. THE NEW BIRTH ATTAINMENT OF OLAYINKA DAINI BEFORE
FOUNDING THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT.
Under Primate A.A.T Oshinyemi (1961-1964)
New birth Growth Stages Attained
Stage1: Salvation by Divine Forgiveness of one’s sins and one’s name being entered in
GOD’s Book of Life. That is, admission into The Kingdom of GOD, as a child of
GOD.

Stage2: Sanctification by divine classification as a saint of GOD upon the earth, with GOD
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Beaming to the individual constantly HIS Spiritual Unction of Sanctification
focused
On a particular part of the body all the time in services and during private
prayers.

Stage3: The Baptism of the individual by GOD with a portion of HIS Holy Spirit which
conveys spiritual powers to the individual as well as some special abilities, and is
made by GOD to dwell in that individual day and night, constantly inspiring the
individual, directing him or her as to what is right and what is wrong, prophesying
to that individual as necessary, etc.

Stage4: The individual training himself or herself to attain perpetual obedience to The
Holy
Spirit by overcoming all the impulses of self-agrandisement in the human carnal
Mind, to train the mind to always obey the Holy Spirit, as The Holy Spirit is
always
right as The Spirit of Truth, representing both GOD Almighty and our Lord, Jesus
Christ upon the earth.

Stage5: Being Sealed by GOD unto Eternity, that is, GOD Almighty making the
Arrangement to keep that soul in HIS Kingdom for ever!

UNDER OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR, JESUS CHRIST. 1965-1972
NEW BIRTH GROWTH STAGES ATTAINED
Stage6: Attainment of The Consolidation of Spiritual Energy by GOD in the individual
Aspirant already baptized of HIS Holy Spirit. John10:10 (in Nigeria, in the sixties.)

Stage7: Attainment of a significant Further Growth in The Manifestation of the Power
Of The Holy Spirit John7:38 (in Nigeria, in the sixties.)

Stage8: Attainment of Higher Growth in The Manifestation of the Power of The Holy Spirit.
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Rev.1:15 (in U.K in the late sixties.)

Stage9: Becoming a Temple of GOD upon the earth. Rev1:16.
This is the Highest Level of Growth in The Manifestation of The Power of The
Holy Spirit. (in U.K in the year, 1970.)

GENERAL PRE AND POST ORDINATION APPOINTMENTS UNDER PRIMATE A.A.T
OSHINYEMI
(a) The primate’s verger (b) The primate’s personal assistant (c) Trainee church organist and
church choir master (d) Trainee church trumpeter (e) The primate’s driver (f) The Scribe to
the International Headquarter (g) The Secretary, Male Brethren Society (h) The Secretary,
The Founder’s Mystical Students Association (i) The church Librarian (j) Lay Preacher,
1965, before Ordination. (k) The minister i/c Council of the Faithfuls (1967) (l) Press
Secretary.

ORDINATIONS UNDER PRIMATE A.A.T OSHINYEMI
Rebirth Decon,

September, 1965

Rebirth Priest,

January,

1968

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTION UNDER PRIMATE A.A.T OSHINYEMI
PROVOST, Faith, Assembly Church, Christ Mystical Order, 1970, while serving as a
rebirth missionary priest in the U.K and while still studying further in new birth under our
Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. The attached prefix was “The Very Reverend”.

DIVINE ELEVATION AFTER COMPLETING THE SEVEN YEARS FURTHER TRAINING
IN NEW BIRTH UNDER OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR, JESUS CHRIST.

Late March, 1972, while still living at 1213 Argyle Street, Glasgow, C3, The Very
Reverend. O.A Daini was taken to heaven and installed into the office of a Divine
Messenger with the title, The Divine Messenger of Fire, Faith and Love.
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The title, Divine Messenger, is not generally known to the human world. Primate
Oshinyemi explained it as the highest grade in the office of a divine prophet. Our Lord and
Saviour, Jesu Christ hinted at that in His statement concerning John The Baptist as the
reincarnation of Prophet Elijah “But what went ye out for to see? A prophet? Yea, I say
unto you, and more than a prophet.” Matt.11:9.
A Divine Messenger is not a deputy or associate to GOD ALMIGHTY. That post does not
exist. A Divine Messenger is not that person who knows all things and can perform all
miracles. Only GOD knows all things. No body can perform higher than GOD had
endowed him. ONLY GOD IS ALMIGHTY, OMNISCIENT, OMNIPRESENT. A Divine
Messenger is a messenger of GOD much more than merely uttering prophecies or merely
carrying out miraculous healings to glorify GOD.
The Right Reverend Olayinka Daini functions more by reason of his lengthy trainings in
the Theory and The practice of The Doctrine of GOD than by the Spiritual Gifts which
GOD had kindly endowed him with. He repeats in the congregations of The New Birth
Movement that he has the capacity to train any willing human being, male or female, to
attain all the new birth growth stages which he had attained. He does not prophesy into
anybody’s life. He is a warrior prophet. He is a preacher prophet. He is a healer prophet.
He is a prophesying prophet. He is a priest-prophet.But, he says that his most important
function upon the earth is to train willing individuals to relate with GOD by HIS Doctrine of
New Birth to please GOD thereby and to benefit thereby, from salvation to perfection of
righteousness with GOD. The main problem facing Olayinka Daini in this world as a
Divine Messenger is the problem previously identified by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ as follows:
“ If I had not done among them the works which none other man did, they had not had sin
; but now have they both seen and hated me and my Father.” John 15:24.

The world generally hates GOD, The Only True GOD, and HIS Doctrine, generating an
alarming scarcity of individuals willing to be trained to relate with GOD by His Doctrine so
that they can earn life, life more abundant and everlasting life, as previously stated by our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Subsequent events revealed that GOD raised Olayinka Daini as the replacement Divine
Messenger of fire, Faith and Love . Oshinyemi was his predecessor and mentor .
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G.

RECEIVING THE DIVINE INSTRUCTION TO BEGIN THAT MUCH PROPHESIED

DIVINE ASSIGNMENT.
Date: Tuesday, 9th September, 1979
Venue: In his room in the G-H Hostel of the Enugu Campus of The University of Nigeria, The
Very Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini, as he then was, received a divine instruction
during his private early evening prayer around 7pm as follows:
“ You should found an organization which you will use to train people in New Birth the way
that you were trained.”
Olayinka Daini prayed to GOD for a name for the organization, but the divine reply to that
prayer did not come to him until 31st January, 1980. When he received the name, “The
New Birth Movement” during his usual early evening prayer in his hostel room.

H.

THE BIG RESIGNATION IN GLASGOW
(The pupil was separated from his mentor according to the divine plan, unknown to both
of them.)
On the 9th of may, 1972, in the city of Glasgow, Scotland, U.K. at No 1213 Argyle Street,
Glasgow C3, The Very Reverend. Olanyinka Abayomi Daini effected a sudden decision
which he had taken the previous day, 8-5-72. He took out his portable typewriter and
typed the letter of his resignation of both the officership and membership of The Faith
Assembly Church, and Christ Mystical Order. He went across the road to the post office in
front of his address at Argyle Street and sent the letter by registered post to Primate
A.A.T. Oshinyemi in Nigeria.

As he disclosed in a subsequent advertisement which he placed in The West Africa
magazine based in London, The Very Reverend Olayinka Daini did not resign his
priesthood of The Most High GOD, because he had believed that he was ordained into an
everlasting priesthood, (Exodus 40:15) and he was determined irrevocably to keep on
living is life by the moral dictates of New Birth such that GOD would always regard him as
one of HIS priest upon the earth and he was also committed to preaching and teaching
New Birth to all willing human beings.
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Even though Olayinka Daini’s decision to resign was hurriely taken, the information which
he gathered together to take that decision began to emerge in Nigeria shortly after the
return of Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi from his Episcopal Tour of U.K. in 1966.

In one evening in 1966, after the church service in the church auditorium upstairs at No 62
Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos, The Most Reveren Augustus Adegbola Tokunbo
Oshinyemi sat after the service on the concrete steps leading to the church upstairs.
Deacol Olayinka Abayomi Daini, his personal driver and personal assistant sat below him
on the steps. Suddenly, Oshinyemi looked at the sky and beckoned to Olayinka Daini to
look at the stars overhead, pointing at one of them as his own personal star. Olayinka
Daini could not quite figure out which star that the Primate was pointing to, but got the
message that the primate was telling him that GOD had given him the ability to be able to
pick out his own personal star in the sky,as GOD gave the three magi the ability to
correctly pick out the star of our Lord,Jesus Christ in the sky, in the east. Primate
Oshinyemi commented, pointing his right index finger to the sky, “Whenever I look at it, it
glows!” He smiled and put his hand down.

Suddenly, the Primate put his right hand inside his cassock pocket, came out with an
envelope, folded into two. He did not open the envelope to read the letter in it in the
presence of the deacon. He simply held up the envelope and remarked, “Yinka, won ti lo !
Nwon ni nwon o se ti wa mo ! The whole London Branch is gone ! Deacon wz nikan lo ku.
Alufa nwon ti lo. Gbogbo awon agbagba ijo wa ni London ti lo !”
Deacon Daini enquired, “Kilo sele sir?”
The Primate did not answer the deacon. He stood up, waved the deacon a goodnight and
sauntered to the back of the church to climb into his own quarter.

Translation
“ Yinka, they are gone ! They said that they are not part of us any longer. The whole
London Branch is gone. One Deacon remains with The Faith Assembly Church. The
priest in charge of our London Branch and all the church elders have resigned with the
whole membership from Faith Assembly Church, Christ Mystical Order.
Deacon Daini enquired, “ What happened, sir?”
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It was in Glasgow in 1969 that Olayinka Daini got the revelation from The Right Reverend
S.A. Audifferen about what happened in 1966 to make the whole London Branch to resign
from The Faith Assembly Church. Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi had repeated the same type
of behaviour in Glasgow and Reverend Daini and the Right Reverend S.A. Audifferen
were perturbed and highly embarrassed !

Naturally,there was an exchange of information among the two officers. The scales had
started falling from the eyes of the then Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini, the New Birth
zealot whom our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, was personally taking further in New
Birth.

In 1977 in Nigeria, two priests made some serious allegations against the Primate which
made them to resign from The Faith Assembly Church, Christ Mystical Order.

Olayinka Daini’s take on those events was that Oshinyemi’s moral stumble or failure to
keep up with the exalted moral pedestal of his calling as both a New Birth priest and
GOD’s Messenger does not automatically vitiate The Divine Doctrine of New Birth, or
cancel the authenticity of his divine calling ab initio.

One of the two priests was the first person to attain the fifth stage of New Birth under the
training by Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi. The second disappointed angry priest attained the
New Birth third stage, Baptism of The Holy Spirit under the training by Primate A.A.T.
Oshinyemi.

Fortunately, Olayinka Daini had always approached his studies and aspirations in New
Birth with the scientific method. Is it universally true? That is, true in all respects, in all
situations? Is it universally repeatable? Irrespective of gender, tribe, location and
nationality?

To Olayinka Daini, that it was an Oshinyemi that GOD used to give him his initial training
in New Birth was not as important as the massive spiritual benefits which he enjoyed from
GOD by New Birth. It was not as important as the glow on the faces of all human beings
of all tribes and tongues who benefitted immensely from his ministrations as a New Birth
priest.
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The junior of the two priests who resigned in a tiff of anger from The Faith Assembly
Church in 1967 was the senior brother of Olayinka Daini who had assured him in 1961
that the Divine Doctrine of New Birth was not a hoax. He was the one who assured
Olayinka Daini that if he repented of his sins sincerely and apologized to GOD for them
and begged GOD to take him back as one of HIS sons, GOD could grant him HIS
salvation with accompanying signs of enjoyable spiritual experiences which he should
testify of.

The senior of the two resigning priests was the senior officer who listened to the new birth
testimonies of Olayinka Daini early in 1962 and early in 1963 and pronounced him a
saved soul and pronounced him a saint of The Most High GOD

To Olayinka Abayomi Daini the scientific truthfulness and the scientific reliability of The
Divine Doctrine of New Birth is unassailable.Our Lord Jesus Christ said that the doctrine
belongs to GOD, not to any human being. John 7:16 .

Olayinka Daini had no quarrel with anybody resigning from The Faith Assembly Church
on account of the noticed foibles of the Founder and Primate of that church, but nobody
could decide to stop practicing the doctrine of GOD to maintain and improve his of her
relationship with GOD with out exposing himself or herself to a satanic jeopardy.

The incident that finally convinced The Very Reverend Daini,as he then was, that Primate
Oshinyemi had fully fallen from the moral standard of The Divine Doctrine of New Birth
and as such, his organization had no future with GOD ALMIGHTY occurred in the
primate’s ill-advised quarrel with The Rt. Rev. S.A. Audifferen, the rebirth Bishop of
Glasgow who was then next in rank to him,over a fake money dispute which the primate
suddenly created and would not allow himself to be advised as to the truths of the matter
on the ground in Glasgow. When Olayinka Daini projected many other previous incidents
into that one, he came to the conclusion that The Most Reverend A.A.T Oshimyemi was
no longer willing to continue to practise the righteousness demanded by The Divine
Doctrine of New Birth from all children of GOD. Without righteousness, nobody could
please GOD ALMIGHTY. Olayinka Daini decided that he had no business queuing behind
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a religious leader who had willingly stopped showing that he was still a devotee of The
GOD of Truth.(Exodus 34:6)
On the morning of 13th October, 1972, when The Very Rev. O.A.Daini touched down at
Ikeja Airport along with other passengers from Britain, another of Oshinyemi’s previous
prophecies that our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, would not let Olayinka Daini stay long
in Britain came to pass.But Oshinyemi’s prophecy about GOD’s assignment for Olayinka
Daini did not begin to materialize until seven years after Daini’s Divine Installation in
heaven as The New Divine Messenger of Fire, Faith and Love.That was On 9-9-79 when
he received a direct instruction from above to found the organization later to be divinely
named The New Birth Movement.

I

PROFILING THE DIVINE DOCTRINE OF NEW BIRTH

The doctrine of GOD is the collection of the statements of GOD how HE wants us human
beings to relate with HIM as our GOD (Our Creator) and as our heavenly FATHER.(our
Highest Care Giver) The doctrine also contains certain truths which GOD wants us to
know about HIMSELF and about the universe into which HE had created us so that we
could advert our minds to the posture of pleasing HIM and benefitting maximally from
creation as HE had intended all along.

We can say that the doctrine of GOD is the moral policy of GOD which we human beings
have of necessity to study, to understand and to comply with for our continuous benefit
and survival in the human body and out of the human body for ever.The doctrine of GOD
includes the prescribed procedure by GOD how HE should be worshipped, how HE could
be invoked to manifest HIS glory as desired by us, HIS children,upon the earth.

The doctrine of GOD is not optional, because it is not open to human changes, or human
amendments, or even human adjustments, or deliberate human omissions. It is perfect,
because GOD is perfect in all HIS works. (Matt. 5:48)

Every infraction of any aspect of the doctrine of GOD draws instantaneous reactions from
many corners of the universe. It is compulsory for us human beings to study it, understand
it and comply with it because GOD is already using HIS doctrine to bless or to punish
human beings upon the earth and HE had declared in the context of HIS doctrine that
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mankind would eventually be divided into two lots, one lot to live with HIM for ever upon a
new earth under a new heaven while the other lot is to be sent into a spiritual fire that
takes its time to destroy the human spirit, the fire called hell-fire.

The scope of what is called The Doctrine of GOD is quite wide. It covers all
commandments of GOD, all the performance specifications of GOD to mankind, all the
declared hates and likes of GOD, all the procedures of divine worship prescribed by GOD,
all the objectives set by GOD, all the revelations of GOD about HIMSELF and about the
universe, all the stated purposes or intentions of GOD about anybody, about anything and
about everybody and about everything. What and what are not within the doctrine of GOD
are human mere guesses as to what GOD would do and what GOD would not do.

All the details of the doctrine of GOD are known as Divine Truths, GOD’s Truths: and they
must always be chosen instead of mere human guesses called well considered scholarly
opinions, such as some opinions of saint Paul in his epistles that do not in any way
comply with divine truths already recorded in The Old Testament of The Holy Bible or
those that do not fit in any manner what our Lord, Jesus Christ, had disclosed publicly as
The Doctrine of GOD on some issues.

The New Testament of The Holy Bible harbours a lot of misleading opinions of writers,
compilers, translators, scribes, editors and so on which contradict many truths of GOD
which our Lord Jesus Christ, had Himself repeated and taught as part of the doctrine of
GOD while He was upon the earth.

Almost every book of The New Testament, from Matthew to Revelations harbours
embarrassing examples of such misleading statements, like a camel trying to pass
through the eye of a needle, like salvation by predestination, like the blood of Jesus Christ
cleansing all sins, like a stone sitting on a throne in heaven and posing as the GOD of the
universe.

No wonder contemporary Christianity is effete, incompatible with the doctrine of GOD,
incompatible with the religious practices of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, The
Founder of Christianity. For instance, Christians are no longer Christ like, no longer
worshipping the GOD WHOM our Lord, Saviour and Master, Jesus Christ, worshipped in
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private and in public while He was upon the earth. We now have priests who do not
believe in the esistence of GOD. We have bishops who are proud to be homosexuals or
gay as they like to be called in modern parlance. We do not only have female priests, we
have the sexually deviant females such as unrepentant lesbians being ordained publicly
as Christian priests in some congregations. To try and draw everybody’s attention to what
GOD had long specified as the acceptable moral human behavior before HIM is to be
called an extremist, a fanatic, a Christian fundamentalist, a gender bigot, a peddler of
sexual exclusivity.

The doctrine of GOD was not designed by GOD to please any of the Sons of GOD in
heaven, or any of the archangels of GOD in heaven, or any of the Elders in heaven, or
any of the sons and daughters of GOD upon the earth.

The doctrine of GOD was designed by GOD to pleased GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF.
Why? Because everybody else in the universe was created by GOD to please GOD
ALMIGHTY HIMSELF. Any creature of GOD given the opportunity to be an image of
GOD, after GOD’S likeness is well advised to adopt that policy of always liking to and
always trying to please GOD HIMSELF. That is the unfailing formular for the achievement
of solid joy, lasting pleasure and everlasting life. Deliberately disagreeing with GOD on
any matter is never a wise option for any son of GOD on earth or in heaven or any
daughter of GOD upon the earth. That option would certainly lead to divine condemnation
and eventual destruction.

J. THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AND ITS PECULIARITIES
HIGHLIGHTS
“ Israel, remember this ! The LORD – and the LORD alone – is our GOD. Love the LORD
your GOD with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your strength. Never forget
these commands that I am giving you today.” Deut. 6:4-6 (GNB) c.f. Matt 22:37,
Mark12:30, Luke 10:27.

Prophet Moses was trying to remind all human beings in Israel that GOD ALMIGHTY had
consistently manifested HIS existence to all Israel as The Only GOD OF THE UNIVERSE
WHO IS ALSO THE RULER OF HIS PEOPLE, ISRAEL, that nobody should let this truth
escape from his or her mind to the extent of looking for in future an alternative god
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elsewhere who certainly can never manifest to mankind as THE ONLY TRUE GOD HAD
ALWAYS DONE.

Prophet Moses advised all human beings in Israel to manufacture their emotions of deep
appreciation of GOD, known as the emotions of love in their minds, with which to draw
unto themselves all through earthly life the abundance of goodness and truths (Exodus
34:6) which GOD manifests to all human beings who genuinely regard HIM as their GOD
(CREATOR) and FATHER (Highest Caregiver) and sincerely worship HIM as such.

Prophet Moses repeated that order of GOD to the hearing of all Israel forty years after
GOD had appointed him as HIS Divine Messenger to lead all Israel out of the paganism
which they had entangled themselves with and to switch over their minds totally back to
worshipping HIM, JEHOVAH, alone and worshipping no other god !

Prophet Moses himself realized and was totally convinced that GOD ALMIGHTY, THE
CREATOR OF EVERYONE ON EARTH AND IN HEAVEN, WHO IS ALSO THE
HIGHEST CARE GIVER IN THE UNIVERSE, is the most worthy to be trusted, to be
praised and to be loved by everybody in Israel and in the whole world.

Since Israel was a representative model of how children of GOD upon the earth should
relate with GOD ALMIGHTY in the beauty of holiness, the commands of GOD through
Moses to Israel in Deuteronomy 6:4-6 applies to all mankind who want be regarded by
GOD as HIS children. It is therefore the universal highlight of the Doctrine of GOD. No
less a person than the beloved Son of GOD in Whom GOD is well pleased repeated
publicly the commandment of GOD through Moses.
“Jesus said unto him, THOU SHALT LOVE THE LORD THY GOD WITH ALL THY
HEART, AND WITH ALL THY SOUL, AND WITH ALL THY MIND.
This is the first great commandment.
And the second is like unto it, THOU SHALT LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR AS THYSELF.
On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.” Matt 22:37-40
In The Doctrine of GOD called New Birth, because New Birth (To become a new
personality in holiness, different from the former personality committed to endless
sinfulness) is what the Doctrine is driving everybody to achieve so that we can return to
the status of perfection in holiness from which we all fell gradually over so many centuries,
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love is compulsory, not optional or accidental: Love is also binary, not unitary. Everybody
must love GOD without limits. Everybody must love everybody else to the extend to which
he or she loves the self.

In New Birth, the love for GOD must be very expressive, very deep, limitless. The love for
a fellow human being is graded to be not greater than one’s love for one’s self. There are
valid reasons for those two boundary conditions.

Whereas, GOD is limitless and perfect in all qualities, in all abilities, a human being is
limited and is no longer perfect in anything, not even in appreciating love or in
reciprocating love. To avoid using love to enslave yourself to another human being, or
using love as an excuse to fritter your patrimony, please love your neighbour (every
human being around you irrespective of age or gender or tribe or social classification) only
as yourself. That is okay for both of you. That is okay for the whole human world!
That also helps to curtail certain psychopathic tendencies that some human beings
manifest in the guise of love!

PECULIARITIES
There is only ONE GOD in the Divine Doctrine of New Birth. HE has no rival, no equal, no
contestant with HIM to the title of GOD. HE created everyone else, whether HIS SONS in
the heavens, or HIS sons and daughters upon the earth. (Isaiah 44:24)
HE created all the angels, the very high ones, called archangels and the not so high ones,
in legions of many formations. HE created all beings and all things. Every being and
everything depend upon HIM. HE is The only one WHO is SELF-EXISTING and SELFENTHRONED. Everybody in the universe is subordinate to HIM. Everybody in the
universe depends upon HIM for existence and for continuous existence whether you
believe in HIM or not, whether you know HIM or not.
HE is also SELF-CONCEALED (Isaiah 45:15)
HE IS THE ONLY ONE in the entire universe whose will must always be done by those
under

reference,

otherwise,

they

will

individually

and

collectively

suffer

dire

consequences.

Even though HE IS THE MOST HIGH in the rank of HIS divinity (Genesis 17:1), HE
manifests as the most humble, and most gentle being in the entire universe.
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HE is the only ONE whose voice thundereth, yet HE has the softest touch in the universe.
HE sees everything. HE observes everything. HE is never muddled up. HE forgets
nothing. HE forgets nobody. HE always keeps HIS word, even for thousands for years.
HE is always truthful, even to the minutest details.
HE is the only ONE in the universe WHO knows the end from the beginning, and the
beginning from the end.
That is why all my preceding Divine Messengers call HIM The Mystery of all Mysteries.
I Olayinka Abayomi Daini, do concur and I am happy that I did succeed to earn HIS
unction of sanctification before the age of sixteen and succeeded to persuade HIM to seal
me into HIS eterntnal kingdom before the age of seventeen! I am quite happy to be a son
of HIS and a servant of HIS. I gladly invite you to join me in worshipping HIM by HIS
doctrine of New Birth.

All the peculiarities of the doctrine are advantageous peculiarities to us human beings.
GOD, as High as HE is, The Highest, is the most approachable divinity in the whole
unverse. No human being in any significant position is as easy to approach as the most
high GOD, not even this New Birth high priest.

K.

THE REQUIRED CRITICAL HUMAN STEPS IN PRACTISING THE DIVINE

DOCTRINE OF GOD (NEW BIRTH ) SO AS TO REAP ALL THE PROJECTED
MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL BENEFITS

STEP 1
The individual duty to create and maintain for ever one’s faith in GOD ALMIGHTY,
THE ONLY TRUE GOD. (John 17:4)
Every human being needs a filial relationship with GOD in order to become a complete
human being by being intimately linked with THE GOD WHO alone is THE SOURCE OF
ALL LIFE above and below. A complete human being is a human being whose spirit is
enjoying the constant charge (a spiritual energy input) from GOD ALMIGHTY such that it
is buoyant, balanced and divinely oriented towards a righteous living which enables the
individual to enjoy earthly life to the full.
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An incomplete human being is a human being whose spirit is not enjoying any constant
spiritual charge from GOD ALMIGHTY and that human being has a dormant spirit, not
buoyant, not divinely oriented towards a righteous living on earth.

Such a dormant human spirit is easily frightened by other spirits even though most of
them are inferior to the human spirit in the hierarchy of spirits, is easily persuaded to start
behaving in a totally inhuman and therefore, in an ungodly manner, is sometimes beset
with temptations to depression and to self-destruct. To create one’s personal belief in the
existence of GOD, as GOD had constantly revealed HIMSELF to mankind, is not difficult.
All human beings possess the intrinsic capacity to do so by reason of our creation by
GOD In His image (Imago Dei), after HIS likeness. (Genesis 1:26,27)

When the distinguished Prophet Moses disclosed in Genesis that GOD ALMIGHTY
created man in the image of GOD after the likeness of GOD, he forgot to mention the
spiritual coordinate of that statement that every human spirit must constantly attach itself
to GOD in a filial relationship in order to optimize the essential divinity in its humanity,
otherwise, the human being rapidly becomes a failed project, that would be destined to
destruction eventually.

That was partly the reason why our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, made His famous
specification recorded in Matthew 6:3 “But seek ye first the kingdom of GOD and His
righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.”
Your belief in GOD that HE exist must include believing in GOD’s purposes, plans
commandments, instructions, and in all HIS revelations about HIMSELF and about HIS
creation, about HIS powers, abilities, likes and dislikes so that you will find it easy to be in
allignment with HIM by pleasing HIM with your thinking, with your desires, with your aims,
with your ambitions, with your conduct. To be pleasing GOD all the time is the ultimate
statement of the correct belief in GOD which a human being can make!
Every aspirant in New Birth must practice the hierarchy of faith as follows: Faith in GOD
ALMIGHTY, Faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, Faith in The Holy Spirit, Faith in THE Divine
Messenger commissioned with New Birth.

STEP 2:
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THE DUTY OF ATTACHING ONESELF EMOTIONALLY TO GOD FOR

EVER BY

CREATING THE EMOTION OF LOVE TO GOD AND KEEPING THAT LOVE TO GOD
ALIVE FOR EVER.
The emotion of love to GOD easily arises from the decision of a human being to pay
attention to the goodness and the righteousness of GOD to all human beings and to
appreciate GOD and keep appreciating GOD for those things. Since most human beings
are all agreed that GOD is THE ONE FROM WHOM all goodness flows to us human
beings, progressing from appreciating HIM to fully loving HIM should not prove in any way
difficult, especially when we realize that in showing love to HIM, we draw more of HIS
goodwill to ourselves and become more attached to HIM.

As previously stated, the compulsion in the Divine Law of Love includes our loving all our
fellow

human

beings

irrespective

who

they

are,

strangers,

family,

relations,

acquaintances. Once somebody is a human being, GOD compels us all to show kindness,
goodwill, honesty, helpfulness, justice, toleration towards that person. All those virtues
add up to the big virtue called love, without any sexual issues in them.
The divine principle of compulsory projection of love from one human being to another is
not sex bound, is not gender bound. It is a purely spiritual consideration. It is to create a
universality of human love everywhere upon the earth so as to enrich our individual stay
upon the earth.

STEP 3:
THE HUMAN DUTY TO CREATE THE PERSONAL WILL TO OBEY GOD AND TO
ALWAYS OBEY GOD IN ALL SITUATIONS AND IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES OF LIFE
AND THUS TO BECOME FAITHFUL CHILDREN OF GOD.
Every human being must determine to always do the will of GOD upon the earth so as to
constantly earn the goodwill of GOD, benefit from GOD’s FATHERLY CARE as well as
enjoy the divine charging of the human spirit so as to retain its strength, so as to stabilize
its orientation in alignment with GOD’s purpose at all time on all issues of life and so as to
maximize the efficiency of its operational functionality as a human spirit in the image of
GOD, imago Dei.

STEP 4:
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THE DUTY TO REPENT AND CHANGE ONE’S BEHAVIOUR AT ONCE, IF IT IS
FOUND MORALLY INCORRECT.
Whenever a human spirit inhabiting a human body upon the earth discovers that it is no
longer acting in alignment with the will of GOD on any issue, it is the duty of that human
spirit to rush into its mind to create the intention to correct itself quickly and to quickly
execute that intention in a morally correct behavior so as to prevent the manifestation of
punishment from GOD to itself one way or the other. This is why The Right Reverend O.A.
Daini, The Divine Messenger of Fire, Faith, and Love who is also The Founder and
Primate of The New Birth Movement, teaches that repentance is the locomotion of the
human spirit in New Birth, from condemnation to salvation, from salvation, to
Sanctification, from sanctification to Baptism of The Holy Spirit, from Baptism of the Holy
Spirit to Conquering Self-will, from Conquering Self-Will to the Attainment of Being Sealed
by GOD unto Eternity, and so on until the perfection of righteousness with GOD is
attained by the individual.

In other words, every human spirit must worship GOD and constantly defer to GOD such
that he or she is ready to do GOD’s Will upon the earth as it is being done already in
heaven. Matt.6:9. If any human spirit finds itself holding an opinion tending to support a
preference different from that of GOD, that human spirit must quickly repent of it and
adopt the preference of GOD as being far better, wiser and very safe. To deliberately
disagree with GOD is a major sin heading the individual back to divine condemnation
enroute

final divine destruction. On earth and in heaven, only the will of GOD will

eventually prevail. Isaiah 55:7,10,11.”
“My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my pleasure,” Isaiah 46:10

STEP 5: The duty to stock the individual mind with the idea of holiness such that holy
desire could motivate the individual to taking holy actions which would make GOD to be
pleased with that individual to the extent of letting HIS Holy Spirit to be more intimate with
that individual and interact with that individual more deeply.

In so far as we were all created in the image of GOD, after HIS likeness, the best moral
postures for us to adopt in our lives are the moral postures which GOD had adopted in
relating with us HIS children, with the exception of those related with reigning over the
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universe, as reigning is only the preserve of GOD ALMIGHTY WHO alone is self-existing,
self-enthroned and totally ALMIGHTY over the rest of creation.

Truthfulness, kindness, honesty, patient, gentility, mercy, perseverance, are all moral
qualities which GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF manifests and therefore appreciates when we
adopt them. They are called virtues. When we practice them properly in a large quantity,
we are deemed to be virtuous. The opposite to them are called vices or sins. If we choose
to practice, vices, we are deemed to be sinful and GOD considers it HIS duty to punish
sinners.
Let us consider some weighty charges of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, on the
matter.
“Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be
filled.”Matt 5:6.
Automatically, they would have thus filled themselves with holy desires holy thoughts, holy
intentions, which will drive them to live their lives in a holy manner, not soliciting the
commendations of fellow human beings, drawing a greater quantum of The Breath of
GOD upon themselves, which means that they will be filled with The Holy Spirit; more joy,
more power to do so many good things.

“Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.”Matt 5:7.
The merciful human being will obtain mercy from fellow human beings who feel obliged to
reciprocate a previous goodwill. He or she will also obtain mercy from the GOD WHO
watches with FATHERLY LOVE over all creation.

“Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall (see) GOD.” Matt 5:8
The word”see” in that text is wrong. What our lord, Jesus Christ, said was that the
individual with a pure heart, developed by himself, or by herself, would be made to know
GOD more intimately. Seeing GOD is not possible for any human being on earth. It is
also not possible in heaven. Why?
Before we were all created, GOD had made HIMSELF the self- concealed GOD.
“Verily thou art a GOD that hidest thyself, O GOD of Israel, the Saviour”. Isaiah 45:15.
“And the Father Himself, which hath sent him, hath borne witness of me. Ye have neither
heard his voice at any time, nor seen his shape”.John7:37.
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The Jews whom our Lord, Jesus Christ, was addressing were not there on Mount Sinai
when GOD spoke publicly to all Israel and at the various locations in the camps of the
Jews when GOD spoke publicly to Moses and to Aaron and even to Miriam. They were
not there when GOD spoke publicly at River Jordan when our Lord, Jesus Christ, was
baptized by John the Baptist and at the Mount of Transfiguration. (Matt.17:1- 9)

Let us consider what Prophet Moses said on the matter.
“Take ye therefore good heed unto yourselves ; for ye saw no manner of similitude on the
day that the LORD spake unto you at Horeb out of the midst of the fire.” Deut.4:15. Please
see also Deut 4:12. As for shape, GOD has no shape and no form and therefore HE is
invisible!

STEP:6 The need to be constantly and realistically hopeful in GOD, in our Lord,
Jesus Christ, and in The Holy Spirit, according to the nature, characteristics and
the categorical promises of GOD and of our Lord, Jesus Christ.
Hope is a bye –product of faith. Where there is no hope, there is no faith. Where the faith
is weak, the hope too is weak and ineffective. A human mind that is short of hope is
despondent and prone to suicidal tendencies. It is lacking in ambition and in the drive to
succeed in any enterprise.

If faith is a deliberate creation of each person according to individual discretion in the
mind, hope is the consequential bye-product of faith.
You must believe strongly enough for you to feel a hope in the divinity which you believe
in.

STEP 7: Courage
The purpose of creating courage in your mind as you trudge along in your journey called
New Birth is to stabilise your mind and stabilise your steps in righteousness as you walk
with GOD by HIS doctrine of New Birth.

The New Birth journey is not a short journey. It is not always a smooth journey. It is a
journey characterised by the ups and downs of life, called the vicissitudes of life. It is a
lifelong journey because the zenith of the spiritual aspiration in New Birth is high. It is the
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perfection of individual righteousness with GOD ALMIGHTY. The moral goal of New Birth
was set by GOD HIMSELF, not by any human being. (Deut 18:13,Matt.5:48)

Therefore, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, advised us to take up our cross everyday
and deny ourselves the pleasures of sin and follow Him in the practice of New Birth daily.
Matt16:24,Mark8:34,Mark10:21,Luke9:23.

STEP 8: OBEDIENCE
To obey GOD, to keep on obeying GOD, To always obey GOD, no matter the
circumstances, no matter the nature of the opposition, no matter the hardness of the
divine instruction, no matter the unpopularity among human beings of GOD’s policy.
Never to be tired of obeying GOD, whether it is in the form of implementing a long
expressed policy of GOD, or it is in the form of complying with a fresh directive of GOD’s
Holy Spirit, just issued in situ, as was the case with our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ,
just after His baptism in River Jordan by John, whereupon the freshly descended Holy
Spirit directed Him to the wilderness for forty days of fasting and prayers without being
allowed to go home first to bask in the glory of His new divine anointing by GOD
ALMIGHTY.

GOD must always be obeyed by everyone of HIS children, whether on earth or in heaven.
There is never a valid reason not to obey GOD. There is never a valid reason. GOD is
perfect. GOD is righteous. GOD is just. GOD is loving. GOD is considerate. GOD never
forgets anything. GOD never overlooks anybody. GOD is never careless. GOD never
makes a mistake. There is never a valid reason not to obey GOD.

The rule of universal obedience to GOD closely follows the rule of universal love to GOD.
Every child of GOD must love GOD more than he or she loves the self, more than he or
she loves anybody else!

To walk with GOD by HIS Doctrine of New Birth, every human being must permanently
programme his or her mind to always obey GOD ALMIGHTY,to always obey our Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ, to always obey The Holy Spirit of GOD. If any human aspirant in
New Birth does not satisfy GOD as to how far he or she has programmed the mind to
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always obey The Holy Spirit, GOD will not agree to seal that person to inherit eternity with
HIM.

L. THE SPIRITUAL GROWTH STAGES AVAILABLE IN NEW BIRTH FOR ALL HUMAN
BEINGS WHO ASPIRE AND WHO ALSO AGREE TO BE TRAINED OF GOD
“Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls.” Matt 11:29.

Comment : The rest unto human burdened souls which our Lord Jesus Christ promised
to us in Matt 11:29 above is to be earned only by all human beings who deliberately
submit themselves to the New Birth training which our Lord Jesus Christ offered to all
mankind in Matt 11:29.

The whole Christian world did not understand it like that, hence we have in the world a
Christianity that GOD dislikes completely ! that even our Lord Jesus Christ does not
recognise as

the religion of worshipping The Only True GOD which He had established

upon the earth.

“It is written in the prophets AND THEY SHALL BE ALL TAUGHT OF GOD. Every man
therefore that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me.” John 6:45.
“……… to learn more, to understand deeper, to witness the practicals in real life
miraculous manifestations ……….” Addition to verse 45 by Olayinka Abayomi Daini, an
acolyte and a sheep of our Lord, Jesus Christ.
Right from inception, the Christian world did not go to our Lord Jesus Christ, even as His
invitation was recorded in the Holy Bible.

Let us start with Saint Paul whom our Lord converted to help Him spread The Doctrine of
GOD which the Greeks labeled as The Gospel, The Good News.
“………. Immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood; neither went I up to Jerusalem
to them which were apostles before me; but I went into Arabia, and returned again unto
Damascus. Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter, and abode with
him fifteen days. But other of the apostles saw I none, save James the Lord’s brother,”
Galatians 1:16-19.
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He said that he did not want to confer with flesh and blood, yet our Lord Jesus Christ used
flesh and blood to baptize him into the new religion and to lay hands upon him for him to
receive his sight. Why run away from those with whom Our Lord Jesus Christ left the
gnosis of the Divine Doctrine of New Birth, those who used the Divine Doctrine to attain
salvation, sanctification and baptism of The Holy Spirit, those who listened to almost every
New Birth Sermon preached by the Master and watched almost every New Birth miracle
performed by the Master?
He deliberately absented himself from the centre of all the knowledge of the New Doctrine
for seventeen whole years immediately after his conversion such that his old pharisaical
self almost resurrected back?

Out of the inner three whom our Lord Jesus Christ constantly took to witness the most
profound new birth practicals, he went to visit only one and for only fifteen days. Out of the
eleven remaining original apostles of The Divine Master from Whom he could easily
gauge the central tendency of the new doctrine, the frequency distribution of its highlights,
he visited only one person after a seventeen years lull! Out of all those whom our Lord
Jesus Christ sent out on New Birth Evangelism village by village, with powers to heal the
sick, he visited only one person. Saint Paul certainly did not make himself an eager
student of the Doctrine of GOD which Our Lord Jesus Christ said was formulated by The
FATHER HIMSELF and issued to Him in the form a commandment what HE should
preach and what HE should speak ! John 12:49,50.
“Jesus answered them, and said, my Doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. If any
man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of GOD, or whether I
speak of myself.” John 7:16,17.
Saint Paul did not visit Saint John, “ the disciple whom Jesus Loved, (as if He did not love
the others)” What a great miss. What a great doctrinal miss for Christianity.
“For I have not spoken of myself, but the Father which sent me, He gave me a
commandment, what I should say, and what I should speak.” John 12-49.

The contemporary Christianity is even worse than the Christianity of Saint Paul, as hollow
as it was, as blasphemous of GOD as it was, as defiant of the Ten Commandments as it
was, as defiant of our Lord Jesus Christ as it was.
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Only those Christians who see the handwriting on the wall and rush to The New Birth
Movement to study New Birth and make steady progress in it to at least achieve being
sealed by GOD unto Eternity had done themselves a world of good to escape the
grievous consequences of not listening to our Lord Jesus Christ inspite of the following
scriptures on the matter:

(a) “And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto my words which he
(Jesus) shall speak in my name, I will require it of him.” Deut. 8:19.
(b) “ ………. And behold a voice out of the cloud, which said, This is my beloved son, in
whom I am well pleased, hear ye him.” Matt. 17:5.
How can you please GOD without hearing The Doctrine of GOD from Jesus, studying and
applying that Doctrine?
(c) “Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish ought
from it, that ye may keep the commandments of the LORD your GOD which I command
you.” Deut. 4:2
In Christianity, they were all busy adding and subtracting at synods and at ecumenical
councils, ending up with strange doctrines of which those whom GOD called sinners are
now Bishops and saint and priests of churches, but certainly not of GOD.
The Christianity of today even embarrasses The Holy Spirit, and the Holy Angels. Sodom
and Gomorrah were not this bad!

THE PREAMBLE TO NEW BIRTH GROWTH STEPS IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD
“And the LORD GOD called unto Adam and said unto him, where art thou?
And he said, I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked ; and
I hid myself.” Genesis 3:9,10.
“I heard thy voice in the garden” not “ I heard thy voices in the garden.”
Since our creation as human beings upon the earth, GOD ALMIGHTY had always
presented HIMSELF to us as a single Deity, as a single Entity.
“ I am the LORD thy GOD, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the
house of bondage.” Exodus 20:1
GOD ALMIGHTY was speaking to the multitude of the children of Israel gardered at HIS
instruction by Prophet Moses to meet with HIM.
Please note that GOD said “I AM”, not “We are”.
GOD’s first commandment out of ten was as follows:
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“Thou shalt have no order gods before me.” Exodus 20:3.
So, any human being who is not ready to accept the truth of GOD that HE is a single
Divinity WHO will brook no rival, no matter how putative or inferior that rival is in reality,
cannot participate in the process called New Birth. To hold even the faintest idea that
there could be a god anywhere in the universe apart from HIM offends HIS Divine Ego so
much that HE would not talk to that person again! Proverbs 1:28

HE knows quite well of course that no other god beside HIM exists anywhere in HIS
universe, but HE is deeply hurt that a human being whom HE had created above the
angels in rank, in the category of HIS own Divine family,as a child, would renounce his or
her sacred identity and start thinking of gods of mere objects or of spirits grossly inferior to
him or her in spiritual status in the universe. That pains GOD so much that HE would have
nothing to do again with that human being. Unbelief in the only True GOD has always
been a great act of irreverence to GOD. Why?
That deliberate human stupidity which Lucifer acting as satan promoted among human
beings upon the earth, was the root of all other human sins against GOD; and we human
beings do not seem to know it !
Our humanity can never flower optimally if we operate in isolation from GOD, our
CREATOR. Again, satan knows it and we do not. Without a close filial relationship with
The Only True GOD WHOSE DIVINITY alone can constantly charge our spirit to optimum
performance we are all just a bunch of flesh waiting to return to primary dust in the course
of time. The primary dust that so many human beings want to return to was itself created
by The GOD WHOM they had rejected! and HE did not want us as dust, otherwise, HE
would not have created us as spirit beings as well.

As dust, we would not give GOD any pleasure .As failed spiritual beings, we would not
give GOD any pleasure. The only way by which we can give GOD pleasure is to
appreciate HIM for creating us in the category of children to HIM and to nurture a
Spiritually thriving filial relationship with HIM.
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The process of achieving that objective as well as all the information which we need to
know in that regard are called together The Divine Doctrine of GOD or The Divine
Doctrine of New Birth.
Of all the Divine Prophets of GOD whom GOD had raised up among the Jews as HIS
chosen human tribe because their ancestor, Abram, whom HE renamed Abraham (Gen
17:5) impressed HIM a lot with his preference for HIM instead of the fake idols of his
father and of his clan and was ready to do all HIS bidding by investing a lot of faith and
time in HIM , EL SHADDAI. It was Jesus, The Christ, (The Anointed of GOD) who brought
in clear terms the need for every human being to cooperate with The Holy Spirit of GOD
to use all the truths of GOD already revealed to mankind to create within himself or herself
a human character that is righteous and thus pleasing unto GOD such that that person
could be granted everlasting life by GOD!
By New Birth, the aim always is to please The Only True GOD in thought, in desire, in
intentions, in behavior, in character, because He created us all to give HIM pleasure, not
to embarrass HIM.
“And Moses went up unto GOD, and the LORD called him out of the mountain, saying,
Thus shalt thou say to the house of Jacob, and tell the children of Israel;
Ye have seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bare you on Eagle’s wings, and
brought you unto myself, Now therefore, if ye will obeyed my voice indeed, and keep my
covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above all people: for all the earth is
mine: and ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and an Holy nation. These are the
words which thou shalt speak unto the children of Israel.” Exodus 19:3-6.

In New Birth, every human being is to decide by himself or by herself in a free volition to
accept Jehovah as his or her GOD, as his or her only GOD and then to decide to obey
HIS voice and to keep all HIS commandments. The process of individually achieving the
keeping of GOD’s commandments is called growth in New Birth. The significant spiritual
responses of GOD to individuals who make impressive achievements in keeping GOD’s
commandments are THE Growth Stages in New Birth, as follows:
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SALVATION (Stage 1)

“For I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth,
more than over ninety and nine just persons, which need no repentance.” Luke 15: 7

The individual spiritual achievement called salvation using the Divine Doctrine of New
Birth means (a) that the individual human being had changed his or her mind to fully
accept only Jehovah as his or her only GOD and had successfully begged HIM to forgive
his or her sins, means (b) that human being has started worshipping Jehovah in the
manner prescribed for the worship of The Only True GOD, Jehovah, by New Birth, means
(c) that human being had started practicing in his or her life the moral behavior that The
Only True GOD, Jehovah, regards as righteousness, to a noticeable extent in his or her
life, means that (d) his or her righteousness had improved beyond the righteousness
achieved by the scribes and the Pharisees in their own lifetime.(Matt 5:20).

WHAT THE ONLY TRUE GOD DOES TO EVERY HUMAN SOUL WHO HAD
ACHIEVED THE STATUS OF SALVALTION BEFORE HIM ARE AS FOLLOWS:

(i) HE forgives the sins of that individual and reclassifies him or her from
condemnation to salvation
(ii) HE directs that the name of that individual be written again in HIS Book
Exodus:32:33
(iii) HE breathes upon that individual The Breath of HIS Divine Forgiveness. Which
conveys the Joy of Salvation to the newly divinely forgiven soul.
(iv) HE starts charging that forgiven human spirit with HIS Divine Spirit on a daily basis.
 It is surprising that Prophet king David knew about The Joy of Salvation.

“Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation and uphold me with thy free spirit.”Psalm 51:12
By “ uphold me with thy free spirit.” King David meant “please quicken my spirit with thy
spiritual charge so that I can come alive again!”
Everybody whose name is back in The Book of GOD is under direct protection of GOD,
no longer to be treated anyhow by satanic forces. GOD never abandons HIS fatherly
responsibilities over HIS children. That was why our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
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prescribed the seeking and the gaining of admission into the kingdom of GOD by
Salvation as the most pressing duty for every human being upon the earth. Matt 6:33

HOW DO I ATTAIN SALVATION BY DIVINE FORGIVENESS?
a) Study The Holy Bible about whom our Lord Jesus Christ called The Only True
GOD (John 7:3). That was The GOD that Jesus Christ worshipped while He was
upon the earth. That was The GOD WHO actually sent Him as HIS Messiah to the
earth. That was The GOD that Abraham, Moses and Elijah worshipped. All the
prophets in The Old Testament of the Holy Bible worshipped HIM too.

From the avalanche of available evidence, create your faith in HIM and totally disregard
all others suggested by various sources working under Lucifar. Do not ever call HIM
Trinity and don’t ever use the expressions, GOD The Father, GOD The Son, GOD The
Spirit, as they are blasphemous.

(b) Start praying to HIM as “GOD, my FATHER,” as our Lord Jesus Christ taught His
disciples to do. (John 20:17, Matt 6:9)

(c) Ruminate over your life so far and acknowledge fully all your sins. Please go on your
knees in private prayer to confess your sins to GOD and to beg for HIS divine forgiveness
on them, one by one; keep on repeating your prayers for HIS divine forgiveness until you
get a strong feeling that HE has forgiven you.

(d) Plan your life to start worshipping The Only True GOD publicly and in private.
Determine to eliminate all your sins from your life by repentance and by creating the
opposite virtues in your mind to replace all your sins. Continue in this effort until you have
conquered all your major sins and you are about to become a wholly changed person.
You have to leave cults and any organized criminal gang, to which you previously
belonged, whether in the physical plane or in the astral plane

(e) Pray to GOD to restore your name in HIS Book of Life, that you have acknowledged
HIM as your GOD and as your FATHER, that you will worship HIM alone for ever and be
faithful to HIM forever.
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(f) Study the New Testament about Our Lord Jesus Christ, especially how He lived His life
upon the earth to please GOD and you should start imitating Him so that you too can
please GOD as a child of GOD.

(g) Start praying to our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ that you have accepted His call for
you to take His yoke upon you and to learn about The Divine Doctrine of GOD from Him.
Pray that He should accept you as one of His sheep whom He will start teaching The
Doctrine of GOD and whom He will shepherd into the kingdom of GOD, and whom He will
teach to become a saint of GOD and to progress in developing in New Birth towards the
attainment in the long run of perfection of righteousness with GOD.

(h) Pray to The Holy Spirit to come to inspire your repentance from all your sins and to
keep on supervising your repentance until it is perfect and to inspire you to constantly
hunger and thirst for righteousness and to guide you to constantly worship The Only True
GOD in spirit and in truth.

GOD’S RESPONSES TO YOUR EFFORTS
The quality, manner, frequency, and general spiritual characteristics of GOD’S responses
to our efforts, to meet HIS moral demand using the information and the techniques in HIS
Doctrine constitute the sure indices of gauging individual spiritual development in the
Kingdom Of GOD. The matter is made easy for us by the fact that GOD is very meticulous
on details, procedurally predictable and always keeps HIS promises no matter what. The
spiritual responses of GOD to any human being approaching HIM for HIS forgiveness so
as to get back into HIS Book are standard, not based on gender, tribe, nationality, marital
status or social classification. This makes the business of those of us teaching New Birth
simple, scientific and very interesting. GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF responds to every
human efforts by New Birth to meet HIS standard, from salvation to sanctification, to
baptism of The Holy Spirit, to Being Sealed unto Eternity, to climbing the Power Growth
Stages in The Holy Spirit, to becoming Perfect in Righteousness with HIM. The only New
Birth Growth Stage in which GOD ALMIGHTY does not issue to the aspirant a direct
spiritual manifestation from HIMSELF is stage four, Conquering Self-Will to achieve
perpetual obedience to the Holy Spirit. That was The New Birth Growth Stage which Saint
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Paul did not know about, had nobody to teach him about, and his disobedience to The
Holy Spirit eventually cut short his ministry and cost him his life.

So, the ancient occult schools were right in their slogan, “Woe unto him, who admits of no
master!”
Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was doubly right when He said that the sin against The
Holy Spirit had no forgiveness, it is like deliberately touching a live wire with bare hands.

“Wherefore I say unto you, all manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men;
but the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven unto men; Matt 12:31.
Saint Paul did not blaspheme The Holy Spirit. He embarrassed The Holy Spirit and
pointedly rejected His directive, which amounted to disobeying our Lord Jesus Christ and
GOD ALMIGHTY, both of Whom The Holy Spirit represents upon the earth.

HOW TO ASCERTAIN THAT YOU HAVE ATTAINED A SPECIFIC STAGE OF
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT IN NEW BIRTH.
(a) Visit a genuine New Birth Church and stand up during the time allotted for testimonies to
relate your honest testimonies of your spiritual experiences while carrying out in your life
the prescribed spiritual steps in New Birth. The New Birth officers will follow the trend of
your testimonies and eventually give you the appropriate advice or commendation, or
both.
(b) Try to get a copy of these New Birth Books and check which of the details stated for
attainment of which stage of New Birth that your experienced details match closely.
(i) The Techniques of Christianity vol.1 by The Rt. Rev. O. A. Daini, Abayomi Gospel
Publishers, Lagos, 1982.
(ii) The Christian Manual of Sanctification by The Rt. Rev. O. A. Daini, Abayomi Gospel
Publishers, Lagos, 2009.
(c) Apply to The New Birth Movement to sit any of the following Tests of Attainment in New
Birth:
(i) The Test of Salvation (stage1)
(ii)The Test for Sanctification and Baptism Of The Holy Spirit (stages 2 & 3)
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If The New Birth Movement has no record of your previous

attainment of New Birth

stage 1, it will not issue to you the Test for stages 2 & 3. It is not possible to jump stages,
to leapfrog growth stages in New Birth.
SANCTIFICATION: ATTAINMENT OF HOLINESS RECONISABLE BY GOD
Stage 2
If a human being wants to progress from being just a child of GOD to become regarded by
GOD as one of HIS saints upon the earth, he or she has to follow the steps prescribed in
The Divine Doctrine of New Birth using GOD’s truths. John 4:23 The first New Birth
Textbook recommended above contains all the techniques of attaining the first five growth
stages of New Birth. The second book deals only with the attainment of sanctification and
the development of self in general righteousness before GOD such that the attained
sanctification is never lost!

In the alternative, the Christian aspirant should apply to The New Birth Movement to enroll
for the relevant New Birth Course. The course tutorials reveal more information than could
be accommodated in textbooks. They also give the aspirant a lot of spiritual and
intellectual exercises to work upon.

INDIVIDUAL BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT BY GOD ALMIGHTY
Stage 3
If after becoming a saint of GOD, the Christian aspirant in New Birth decides to take the
opportunity opened up for mankind by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, to approach
our GOD, our FATHER, for endowment with the power of HIS Holy Spirit, he or she has to
take the steps specified in The Divine Doctrine of New Birth, using the relevant truths of
GOD. Again, The New Birth Movement runs an attainment course to that end which is tied
to that of attaining sanctification because to move from sanctification to Baptism Of The
Holy Spirit is the shortest step in New Birth!

CONQUERING SELF-WILL BY TRAINING THE SELF TO ALWAYS OBEY THE
HOLY SPIRIT
Stage 4
The late Most Reverend A.A.T. Oshinyemi, the trainee of THE MOST HIGH GOD in
Divine Mysticism who also turned out to be the trainee of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
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Christ in rebirth (as he termed it) was the human being whom our lord Jesus Christ used
to reveal to the wide Christian world that New Birth (rebirth as Oshinyemi called it then)
was more than just the attainment of salvation into the kingdom of GOD, in escape from
The Divine Condemnation to Hell-Fire. In his rebirth tracts which he printed in Lagos,
Nigeria, in the sixties, the late Primate A.A.T. Oshinyemi announced to the public that
salvation was just the first step in the journey of human spiritual regeneration which he
term rebirth, ”ye must be born again.” Oshinyemi publicly identified five stages of human
spiritual regeneration in rebirth as follows:

Stage 1

Salvation

Stage 2

Sanctification

Stage 3

Baptism of The Holy Spirit

Stage 4

Conquering Self-Will

Stage 5

Being Sealed unto Eternity by GOD ALMIGHTY
“The Finished Work of Grace”, as he titled stage 5.

The primary credit is to our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, Who had told the inquisitive
Nicodemus, ”Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.’’ John:3:7
The concept of having to be born again of the spirit in order to enter the kingdom of GOD
was difficult to accept, not to talk of to be understood by the distinguished Pharisee
named Nicodemus John:3:1-36, were the scanty thirty-six verses that survived for our
benefit from the lengthy all night discussion between our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ,
and the enquiring Pharisee intellectual.

The original twelve disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ were principally interested in the
miracles and not in the intellectual structure of the doctrine producing the miracles. Out of
twelve only one original disciple remembered the conversation with Nicodemus to report it
in his own record of the Gospel of the kingdom of GOD by Jesus, The Christ of GOD. The
others were probably asleep and totally uninterested in doctrinal or intellectual matters.
For a miracle to be repeatable, the intellectual basis must be codified into concrete steps
of operation which steps must be intellectually refined from pseudo steps or guess-work of
uncertain validity. If you do not get the theory right, you will never get the practical right. It
is so in science. It is so in religion. That was why GOD was very angry with Moses for
trying to vary the divinely specified procedure, unknowingly trying to disgrace GOD
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ALMIGHTY in public! The correct steps to achievement, sometimes called the religious
rituals are products of intellectualisation based on the doctrine which provides the general
theory of all the relevant possibilities.

The New Birth as a Divine Doctrine covers all the relevant possibilities for a human being
from salvation to becoming perfect in righteousness with GOD ALMIGHTY.

All credit and thanks to our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, on the matter of the Doctrine
of GOD.

Oshinyemi deserves some praise for his boldness in obeying our Lord Jesus Christ to
make his findings public, even if the whole world ignored him till he died.

Olaynka Abayomi Daini is the only pupil of the late Most Reverend A.A.T Oshinyemi
whom our Lord and Saviour selected and trained further in New Birth for seven more
years. In the city of Glasgow, Scotland in 1970, our Lord instructed Olayinka Daini to write
down the definite experiential indices of New Birth which he had experienced thus far in
his life and to group them by New Birth Stages. He found those pertaining to stages one
to five quite easy because Primate Oshinyemi had already identified those New Birth
Stages and he, Olayinka, had listened and watched Primate Oshinyemi ascertain
individual’s New Birth experiences as they related them in the Church and grade them, as
his own had previously been graded by a senior officer of The Faith Assembly Church,
Rebirth Mystical Order. Olayinka Daini’s problem in 1970 was to know which New Birth
Stages his subsequent New Birth Experiences indicated.

The first help which he received from the Lord was the information that New Birth
spanned from salvation to perfection of righteousness with GOD.
The second help was the directive from The Lord to him to arrange his post stage 5
experiences in spiritual clusters of continuous spiritual experiences of the manifestations
of The power of GOD to him by the Holy Spirit.

He was directed to label the first cluster as stage 6, since he experienced them in Nigeria
shortly after he experienced what Oshinyemi certified as stage 5 of New Birth. The other
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clusters he named logically as stage 7 and stage 8 and stage 9. Stage 9 was the one that
he was then experiencing in Glasgow in 1970.
Through the help of our Lord Jesus Christ, he was able to apply a title to each cluster in
addition to the stage classification and the Lord helped him with biblical references to
each cluster as applicable.

He was inspired to name stage 9 as becoming a Temple of The Living GOD. He was also
inspired to name stage 10, 11, and 12, also, with stage 12 already mentioned to him as
the stage of individual attainment of Perfection of Righteousness with GOD ALMIGHTY.
The Lord, Jesus Christ, then directed him to publish that New Birth information in a book
so that whoever wishes to develop himself or herself in New Birth, even if he or she is out
of contact with Olayinka Daini or after Olayinka Daini must have left the earth can use the
book accordingly.

Olayinka Daini obeyed that instruction and produced that book manuscript which he titled
The People’s Guide to GOD for which he could get no regular publisher in Britain, in the
US, and in Nigeria to accept for regular publishing. Through the kind effort of Mr Modupe
Oduyoye of, Daystar Press, Ibadan, he got the idea of vanity publishing and used that
idea to publish in book form the book which our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, instructed
him to write early in 1980 just after founding The New Birth Movement at the Enugu
Campus of The University of Nigeria, as directly instructed as follows, “Write a book to
teach your new members New Birth, as there is no New Birth book in the world.” That
instruction kept on ringing in his inner ear until he started writing the book which he titled
The Techniques of Christianity vol.1 while attending to his B.Arch. thesis as well as
preparing for his inpending degree examinations in 1980.

The technique of attaining stage 4 of New Birth is in The Techniques of Christianity vol.1.
the alternative is for the Christian aspirant to enroll for a relevant New Birth course in The
New Birth Movement.

BEING SEALED UNTO ETERNITY BY GOD ALMIGHTY
Stage 5
All human beings, male and female, who attain this stage of New Birth must have
developed themselves in righteousness to have attained all the previous four stages of
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New Birth and they must be able to convince GOD ALMIGHTY to take back the freewill
Which HE had granted to them at creation in exchange to be regarded as soldiers of HIS
Son Jesus Christ, under orders which must always be obeyed without any freedom to
disobey.
The New Birth textbook previously mentioned contains a chapter devoted to its
attainment.

NEW BIRTH STAGE VI: The Attainment of The Consolidation of Spiritual Energy by GOD
in the Christian aspirant. John 10 :10

NEW BIRTH STAGE VII: The Attainment of Further Growth in The Power of
The Holy Spirit to the level which our Lord, Jesus Christ,described as Rivers of Living
Water. John 7:38, John 4:14, Isa.44:3,4

NEW BIRTH STAGE VIII: The Attainment of Higher Growth in The Power of Holy Spirit to
the level of The Phenomenon of The Burning Feet. Rev 1:15.

NEW BIRTH STAGE IX: The Attainment of Growth in The Power of The Holy Spirit to the
level of The Phenomenon of The Fiery Temple. Rev.1:16.

NEW BIRTH STAGE X: The Attainment of Spiritual Mapping to the level of
Perfection Love for our Lord, Jesus Christ. John 15:5, John 14:23.

NEW BIRTH STAGE XI: The Attainment of Spiritual Mapping to The Level of Perfecting
Love for GOD ALMIGHTY. Deut. 6:4,5. Mark 12:29
NEW BIRTH STAGE XII: The Attainment of Perfection of Righteousness with GOD,
resulting in Dramatic Transformation of Consciousness in mystic oneness, in mystic
tripartite oneness, that is, with our Lord Jesus Christ and with GOD ALMIGHTY without
any loss of individuality. John 14:10,23 John 17:23.“I in them, and thou in me, that they
may be made perfect in one.”

M. THE SPECTRUM OF BENEFITS IN NEW BIRTH FOR ALL HUMAN ASPIRANTS
(i) Matt 6:3 “But seek ye first the kingdom of GOD, and HIS righteousness ; and all these
things shall be added unto you.”
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Who made the statement? Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
Who does the adding? GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF, when He takes upon HIMSELF The
Fatherly role, The duty of care over every human being who had reconciled with HIM such
that HE had entered again the name of that human being in His Book, (Exodus 32:33)
such that HE no longer mocks that human being whenever he or she is in distress or
whenever he or she is visited by a calamity brought about by his or her sinful behavior, or
the sinful behavior of the human society in which he or she finds the self. (Proverbs 1:2428)

What is the scope of “all these things” ?
It is limitless, as the ability of GOD is limitless, as the resources of GOD are limitless, as
the knowledge of GOD is limitless, as the reach of GOD is limitless, as the creativity of
GOD is limitless. The blessings are continuous in life of the individual as long as he or she
continues to interact with The Holy Spirit to produce in himself or in herself the character
changes which GOD requires from HIS children on earth in order to deem each of them to
be holy, as HE is holy (Leviticus 19:2) and in order for HIM to deem each of them to be
perfectly holy as HE is perfectly holy (Deut. 18:13, Matt. 5:48), which is what New birth is
all about. As GOD is eternal, so the blessings of GOD available to the human being, being
born again of The Holy Spirit is eternal and they increase in intensity as the individual
increases in holiness according to GOD’s yardstick.

So, New Birth is a gain, gain project which every sensible human being should embark
upon right from the teens so that an individual habit of holiness could have crystalised in
the individual by adulthood, such that satan would become jobless, as his temptations
become no longer tempting to souls who had become sealed unto eternity. (Being Sealed
unto Eternity is the Fifth Stage of New Birth.)

Our Lord, Saviour, Master, and The Messiah of GOD to us all, had opened our eyes with
that grand statement. It is enough to motivate us to embark on New Birth and keep at it till
we leave the earth at the end of our span of life.

(i)

Matt 7:7,8 “Ask, and it shall be given you, seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it
shall be opened unto you.
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For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh
it shall be opened.”
As soon as a human being attains the First stage of New Birth in his or her walk with
GOD, the above provision of the love of GOD for us begins to operate. As long as you do
not allow satan to use his lies to derail you from New Birth, you will continue to benefit
from the principle of asking and getting, seeking and finding, knocking and the door of
mercy being opened unto you for ever!

(ii)

Acts 1:8 “But ye shall receive power, after that The Holy Spirit is come upon you :
and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and in
Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.”

The conveyor of spiritual power and several abilities to the Christian is The Holy Spirit of
GOD, not the blood of Jesus. The Holy Spirit is shared by GOD HIMSELF to only those
Christians who ask Him, provided they have attained the status of saints of GOD upon the
earth. Nobody could become a saint of GOD (Second Stage in New Birth) who had not
previously attained salvation (First Stage in New Birth) and had his or her name in GOD’s
Book.
The power which GOD gives to His children by New Birth is far higher than the power to
commit wickedness which satan shares among his initiates such as witches and wizards

(iii)

Psalm 84:11 “For the LORD GOD is Sun and Shield: the LORD

will give grace and glory: no good thing will he withhold from them that walk uprightly.”
Step 1: Become a child of GOD.
Step 2: Walk uprightly with GOD.
Then Psalm 84:11 applies to you !
GOD would then act like a sun to all HIS children, because He would use His Spirit to
charge (energise) their Spirit such that they would be alive, active, inspired, be up and
doing in the universe, not lazing about in constant fear of other spirit. The sun in the sky
supplies energy to all plants and trees such that they come alive and grow. That is how
GOD is like a sun to all His children. GOD is also a shield for all of us His children
because HE deflects from all of us the fiery darts of the devil. GOD will also give all of us
who walk in righteousness with Him grace, kindness and divine assistance as long as we
engage ourselves in a righteous enterprise. GOD will enable us to succeed, as our
individual successes will give glory to HIS Holy Name.
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(iv)

Psalm 91:9 -12. “Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my refuge, even the Most
High, thy habitation;
There shall no evil befall thee.
Neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling,
For He shall give His angels charge over thee to keep thee in all thy ways (HE is never
short of angels because HE had created them in sufficient quantity to meet every possible
exigency of life. HE is The GOD WHO created all things and all beings. Isaiah 44:24)
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone.”

(v)

Psalm 91:15 “HE Shall call upon me and I will answer him. I will be with him in trouble ; I
will deliver him and honour him.”
Both Christians and non – Christians love Psalm 91. Must people do not know that the
Psalm is not for the general public. The general public is under GOD’s condemnation and
GOD is not on speaking terms with them. Proverbs 1:24-28.
Psalm 91 is certainly for only human beings who have a filial relationship with GOD and
have attained the status of saints of GOD upon the earth.

(vi)

Psalm 92:12-14 “The righteous shall flourish like the palmtree : he shall grow like a cedar
in Lebanon.
Those that be planted in the house of the LORD shall flourish in the courts of GOD.
They shall still bring forth fruit in old age: they shall be fat and flourishing:”
Please note that before GOD ALMIGHTY does HIS own wonder in making them to bring
forth fruits in old age, they must have used their own initiative to select The Only True
GOD as their GOD, they must have used their volition to create an irreversible personal
faith in HIM, they must have endeavoured to study the doctrine of GOD as brought to the
earth by HIS beloved Son in Whom HE is well pleased, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ. They must have taken their own initiative to dig in to be practicing that doctrine for
ever such that they are planted in the house of the LORD and such that satan will
continue to fail to remove them, no matter how often he tries, because they have no wish
within themselves to give up the truths of GOD which they already know for the lies of
satan, and they have no intention to ever fear satan, a fellow creature, but have decided
to always fear GOD and use that fear to drive themselves to be pleasing GOD on all
issues of life, all the time.
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c.f. Abraham and Sarah, Hannah, Zacharias and Elizabeth, Mary and Joseph.

(vii)

Psalm 19:11 “Moreover by them is thy servant warned ; and in keeping of them there is
great reward.”
Creating and maintaining a righteous faith in The Only True GOD have its rewards.
Creating the fear of GOD in the human mind and using that fear of GOD to propel the self
to practice rigthteousness with GOD have its rewards. Practicing reverence for GOD
every time has its rewards. Creating the will to always obey GOD and disobey the devil
have its rewards. Creating the love for GOD in one’s mind and in one’s heart brings a lot
of rewards into the life of everyone who does so.

Practising The Doctrine of GOD to its full extent leads to the rapid development of the
Individual to become a child of GOD, to become a saint of GOD, to become spiritually
empowered and endowed by GOD, to become Sealed unto Eternity, to grow rapidly to
become a temple of GOD upon the earth, to proceed to become perfect in righteousness
with GOD and earn from GOD the everlasting life.
(viii)

Psalm 18:28”For thou wilt light my candle! The LORD my GOD will enlighten my
darkness.”
The OMNIPRASENCE OF GOD constantly surrounds all human beings whom GOD
regards as HIS children. That was why HE gave Prophet Moses one of HIS Holy Names
meaning” I AM THAT I AM, THE ONE WHO is always present everywhere in the universe
which HE had created.HE is not present to mope at things like a tourist on vacation. HE is
present to make things go the way that HE wants them to go as THE CREATOR, THE
OWNER, THE ENERGISER, THE PROPIETOR of the uviverse.When GOD uses HIS
Spirit to charge the human spirit of HIS children who are dwelling in HIS kingdom, HE is
lighting their candles, HE is enlightening their darkness, for the charged spirit will get more
awareness, more insight, more inspiration to get it right first time. This is a great benefit of
walking with GOD by New Birth, not available in any other religion, in any other Christian
doctrine.

(ix)

Psalm 16:11” Thou wilt shew me the path of life (New Birth): In thy presence is fulness of
joy;(There is joy at every growth stage reached in New Birth) at thy right hand there are
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pleasures for ever more.” (once perfection of righteousness with GOD is attained, the
individual enters the state of solid joy and everlasting pleasures.)
GOD likes to give pleasures to HIS children. That is a truism. The genuine spirit of GOD
ALMIGHTY always cheers up the spirit of human beings whenever the spirit of human
beings repent of sinful intentions, of sinful desires, of sinful wishes, of sinful purposes, of
sinful devices.

All earthly physical pleasures suffer from the Law of Diminishing Returns. Only the
pleasure from the Spirit of GOD never goes stale!
When Olayinka Abayomi Daini in 1962 encountered the Joy of Salvation for the first time
in this life, he decided to leave his father’s church, the church of the colonial masters. How
could they be presenting Christianity with beautiful church buildings, impressive pipe
organs, and highly educated clergy, without knowing how to lead their congregations into
the kingdom of GOD such that everybody could enjoy for himself or for herself The Joy of
Salvation? How? Because they did not know The Doctrine of GOD (John 7:16) which our
Lord Jesus Christ preached and practiced while on the earth? How could they afford to
disagree with our Divine Lord, Master, (John 13:13) and Saviour on the truths of GOD
which we must use to worship GOD if we were to worship GOD in spirit and in truth? (
John 4:23) Their church doctrine encapsulated the points of their foolish disagreement
with our Lord Jesus Christ, The Messiah of GOD!

At that time, Olayinka Daini as a young teenager could not fully understand why. So, the
first thing to do was to decide to concentrate all his mind, all his religious energy upon that
small church that successfully took him into the kingdom of GOD, which he found quite
refreshing, quite enjoyable! He did not know at that time that a religious doctrine existed
called The Doctrine of GOD. He did not known at that time that most churches in the
world had ignored the call of our Lord Jesus Christ, that everybody upon the earth should
take His yoke upon themselves and come to learn from Him The Doctrine of GOD of
which He was the Master in theory and in practice.

No wonder Lucifer (satan) was able to trample upon Christianity and beat it into all kinds
of paganistic shapes, paganistic hues all over the world. In Nigeria, for instance now,
almost all kinds of Christians are moaning regularly for “The Blood of Jesus” with which
they hope to execute many improbable magical ideas! Outside of Nigeria all kinds of
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escapees from Sodom and Gomorrah (People who had lived in the twin cities and were
converted to their bad ways, and had died on the earth before their destruction and were
now recarnating to the world to resume where they stopped) are claiming to be Christians,
citing a paganistic theory of inclusiveness. In the kingdom of GOD? Or in the kingdom of
satan?

In some churches abroad, lesbians and homosexuals are struggling to be allowed to
administer The Holy Communion!
How can people who decide to be basically opposed to GOD, morality for morality, just as
Lucifer did in heaven way back, ever hope to enjoy The Joy of HIS Salvation? (Psalm
51:12).

The New Birth Movement is the organization which GOD had kindly raised up to help
those who want to return to HIM to find HIM and to help those who have found HIM to
remain with HIM in HIS kingdom for ever! Our contacts are in this website.

N. HOW DO I BEGIN TO PRACTISE THE DIVINE DOCTRINE OF NEW BIRTH ?
Seek to join The New Birth Movement, The only spiritual organization established by GOD
upon the earth to train willing people in New Birth. It is as simple as that, otherwise, you
will be fumbling from mistakes to mistakes to no end.
“All that the Father giveth me shall come to me; and him that cometh to me I will in no
wise cast out.” John 6:37.
Any aspirant in New Birth who does not ignore the regular congregational worship of
GOD, Who attends to assignment on time and reports regularly on them, who shows
evidence of readiness to accept corrections and would not delay to change his or her
mind so as to adopt the policy of GOD and thus please GOD in thoughts and deeds will
never be cast out of The New Birth Movement.

O.

HOW DO I JOIN THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT?

Please write a formal application for Admission to The Founder and

Primate, The New

Birth Movement P.O Box 303, Festac Town, Lagos Nigeria, West Africa.
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The New Birth Movement will respond to your application and guide you what to do next,
which step to take to achieve your desire.
We may offer you a Test of Salvation to ascertain your current level in
Grace. If you pass that test soundly, we may offer you The Test of Sanctification and
Baptism of The Holy Spirit in order to be sure that we place you in the appropriate New
Birth Class, right from the beginning of our spiritual role in training you. Will would of
course, mail to you some literature about the New Birth Movement before you sign the
membership agreement with us, so that you will understand what responsibilities you are
undertaking and what spiritual benefits that you hope to enjoy in return.

In The Divine Doctrine Of New Birth, GOD is always right and never wrong. GOD must
always be revered, worshipped, trusted, obeyed and served. GOD also must always be
loved. These are non-negotiable cardinal principles of New Birth, because HE said, “…I
am the LORD that maketh all things: that stretcheth forth the heavens alone : that
spreadeth abroad the earth by myself;” Isaiah 44:24.

P. HOW SPIRITUAL TRAINING IN NEW BIRTH IS STRUCTURED IN THE NEW BIRTH
MOVEMENT
(i) The Regular Worship of GOD
The New Birth Movement publishes at its AGM in December every year the calendar of its
Church Services for the New Year so that all members can use that information to plan
their activities in the New Year, as it is mandatory for all members and officers of The New
Birth Movement to attend all services of GOD in The New Birth Movement to get their
spirits constantly charged by The Spirit of GOD, to get their minds constantly fed with the
words of GOD, so that they can progressively purify their minds with a view to becoming
pure In heart as our Lord, Jesus, Christ, specified (Matt.5:8), to relate with GOD severally
in various acts of worship and divine glorification.
The New Birth Movement Yearly Calendar publishes in advance all Exhortation topics for
every Wednesday Evangelical Service for the New Year as well as all Sermon Topics for
all Sunday Morning Divine Worship Scheduled for The New Year.

(ib) Listening to The Word of GOD
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There is ample opportunity for everyone to listen to the word of GOD in every service of
GOD in The New Birth Movement, especially as GOD had told Prophet Moses to tell us
not to try to live by bread alone but by every word of GOD,(Deut. 8:3). Without our minds
being regularly stocked with the words of GOD, we may never succeed in building in
ourselves the saintly, holy character that GOD appreciates in HIS children.

(ic) Learning to pray, New Birth Style, by participating in it
The Opening Prayer in any Sunday Morning Divine Worship of The Most High GOD in
The New Birth Movement is usually a participatory prayer in which members of the
congregation are expected to join in the recitation of Psalms, in some aspects of the
liturgy, say, of The Lord’s Prayer. By listening to how officers construct their prayers, New
Birth, members thereby train themselves how to pray to GOD in the New Birth tradition
and obtain quick divine responses. During every New Birth Service, there is usually at
least a slot where members of the congregation are expected to construct individual New
Birth Prayer on dictated prayer points, to GOD ALMIGHTY, or to our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ, or to The Holy Spirit.

(id) Giving and Listening to Testimonies During Services.
There is a feature in most services of GOD in The New Birth Movement where everybody
is expected to report back on GOD’s manifestation to him or her in reply to his or her
aspirations in New Birth. Those divine manifestation are known as spiritual experiences.
All members of The New Birth Movement are obliged to testify during services of their
latest spiritual experiences and allow the congregation to join them in thanking GOD for
HIS duty of care to HIS children. The testimony session also helps officers of The New
Birth Movement to keep track of the quality of the Breath of GOD which each worshipper
of GOD is enjoying, as the Breath of GOD are significant components of the critical
indicators of individual development in New Birth, in addition to observed improvements in
the quality of the character of the individual.

(ie) Giving of Tithes and Offerings to GOD Regularly and Honestly
The opportunity to give tithes and offerings to GOD in the Services of GOD in The New
Birth Movement is restricted to Sunday Morning Divine Worship, The Christmas Service
and Anniversary Services which do not fall on Sundays. This is to preserve the church of
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GOD as The House of Prayer and prevent it from being turned into a banking hall or a
cash centre.
Whenever anybody has a compelling feeling of gratitude to GOD and wants to give an
offering to GOD at unscheduled time, he or she could drop it in the Treasure Box in front
of The Altar of The Most High GOD, WHO will respond at HIS own time in HIS own way.
The seed offering being peddled in some modern Pentecostal groups is not recognized in
The New Birth Movement. GOD never requires any advance payment before HE can
manifest HIS Grace to HIS children. It is an attempt to comercialise one’s hope in GOD. It
is actually a sin, because GOD can never be blackmailed, or bribed to act in anybody’s
favour!
If GOD does not grant the request being targeted with the seed offering, will the giver ask
for a refund? It also smacks of irreverence to GOD!

(if) TO JOIN AN APPROPRIATE NEW BIRTH DEVELOPMENT CLASS OR A NEW
BIRTH DEGREE PROGRAMME
Whenever anybody joins a new birth class, he or she is given tutorials in a graded
sequence to supply him or her the information (truths) which he or she needs to create or
to expand or to rehabilitate his or her faith in GOD so as to be motivated to change his or
her mind to remove all the lies previously lodged there which prevented him or her from
creating and sustaining the virtues which will enable him or her to generate in the
character the moral rectitude which will make GOD to classify him or her to a higher level
in HIS Kingdom.
GOD always responds to a significant improvement in the quality of an individual’s
character with an improved quality of HIS Breath being constantly transmitted to that
individual.

A TESTIMONY
Hymn No 236, Ancient and Modern Revised Hymn Book.
Verse1 “Breathe on me, Breath of GOD,
Fill me with life and anew,
That I may love what thou dost love,
And do what thou wouldst do.”
Verse4 “Breathe on me, Breath of GOD:
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So shall I never die,
But live with thee the perfect life
Of Thine eternity.”

ANOTHER TESTIMONY
Hymn No 329, Ancient and Modern Revised Hymn Book.
Verse1 “O thou who camest from above
The fire celestial to impart,
kindle a flame of Sacred Love
On the mean altar of my heart.”
Verse2 “There let it for thy glory burn
With inextinguishable blaze,
And trembling to its source return
In humble prayer and fervent praise.”
Verse3 “Jesus, confirm my heart’s desire
To work and speak and think for thee;
Still let me guard the holy fire
And still stir up the gift in me.”

This second hymn was composed by Reverend Charles Wesley who was formerly an
Anglican priest, one of the sons of an Anglican priest. He and his brother were university
graduates. His senior brother, Reverend John Wesley is universally credited to be the
Founder of the Wesleyan Movement which later became The Methodist Church.
Reverend Charles Wesley turned out to be the chief composer of the Methodist Church
because of that gift which he alluded to in verse 3 of that hymn, which was manifestly the
gift of poetry which is the universal underlying gift behind the composition of hymns.

What were very striking In that particular hymn are some experiential details of
Sanctification and of Baptism of The Holy Spirit which he related freely and accurately in
that hymn as part of his personal religious experience.

Olayinka Abayomi Daini, a secondary technical student of the then Yaba Technical
Institute freely testified in terms of those spiritual experiences in the services of GOD at
No 62 Tejuosho Street, Surulere, Lagos, for which his rebirth senior congratulated him to
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have attained Sanctification in 1962 and he later experienced in 1963 the celestial fire
from above which highlighted his attainment of The Baptism of The Holy Spirit.
The Anglican Church, the background church of both Charles and John Wesley did not
and still do not know, let alone preach or practice The Divine Doctrine Of New Birth, which
enables everyone to attain those New Birth Growth Stages easily and regularly once the
specified techniques in the Doctrine are followed.

The Very Reverend O.A. Daini, as he was in 1983, in the city of Bristol, U.K. came across
that hymn for the first time in his life during one of the scheduled six services in the Christ
Church, Clifton, Bristol, U.K, in the celebration of Good Friday of 1983 which he attended.
The Very Reverend Daini determined to sit tight in the church from 9am-3pm so as to
participate in the six services without missing any one.That hymn was sung in one of the
services and the wordings of the hymn struck many New Birth Chords in his mind.

As soon as the service in which the hymn was used ended, Olayinka Daini utilised the ten
minutes break before the beginning of the next service to visit the organist, Mr.Berj
Topalian at the organ and politely requested him to play that hymn for him about three
times so that he could jot down its tonic solfa and thus be able to sing it subsequently. Mr.
Topalian kindly obliged him and he sang the hymn to Mr. Topalian’s approval.

What the Very Reverend Olayinka Daini marveled at were the universal truths of GOD
which Reverend Charles Wesley had believed in spite of the Doctrine of his previous
church which did not include the specification for growth in New Birth. Reverend Charles
Wesley had to break rank with the central tendency of the universal Christian Doctrine of
his day in order to struggle personally to enter the kingdom of The Only True GOD and to
develop in righteousness in that Kingdom.

In spite of the wrong Doctrine of both his previous church and of the new one which he
and his senior brother were initiating unknowingly in their religious activities while still
university students, Reverend Charles Wesley took the words of our Lord Jesus Christ
very seriously, especially the moral specifications of Matthew, Chapter five. And that
personal policy of his coincided with the basic requirement of practicing New Birth and
therefore he benefitted from New Birth by developing in it.
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If the Doctrine being practiced by his former church and by his new church was New Birth,
almost everybody in those two churches would have experienced those significant
manifestations of the Spirit of GOD and world Christianity would have been richer and
more effective!

So, our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ, was totally correct when He said that GOD must
be worshipped in Spirit and in truth. John 4:23,24.
But all the churches in the world had consistently rejected The Doctrine of GOD, every
church forming its own doctrine based on conjectures, suppositions and assumptions of
the very ignorant who are also very religious and who dominate both the clergy and the
laity! Religiosity is never a proof of knowledge, or a proof of spiritual competence in
spiritual development before GOD !

So, anybody who decides to succumb to the temptation of satan to start contesting issues
in New Birth with The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement who at a tender
age below the age of twenty-five had been installed in heaven by GOD ALMIGHTY into
the exalted office of a Divine Messenger with a Divine Mandate to practice and to spread
by teaching New Birth upon the earth under the leadership of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ, The Head of all Divine Messengers, The Head of The Household of Grace, had
previously decided to travel in the direction of divine condemnation, towards hell-fire. He
or she has to be excused from The New Birth Movement.

Every New Birth Class operates with not only New Birth tutorials written by The Founder
and Primate of The New Birth Movement for that class, but also with New Birth Books
written and published by The Founder and Primate, the Right Reverend O.A. Daini, which
contain needed information for that New Birth Class. The New Birth titles written and
published so far were all dictated from above, some of them repeatedly.

(iii) NEW BIRTH BOOKS:
All New Birth Books presently existing upon the earth today, 27-6-2016, were written in
obedience to previous divine instructions by The Right Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini
B.Arch. Hons. DMFFL. And published by his publishing company, Abayomi Gospel
Publishers.
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Since he has not completed the writing of all The New Birth Titles given to him, to write,
the writing of New Birth Books by The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement
continues as well, until other book publishers show genuine interest in publishing New
Birth Books.
The following is the short list of all New Birth Books available in the whole world. Enquiries
about any of them should be directed to The New Birth Movement using any of our
contacts.

(a) THE TECHNIQUES OF CHRISTIANITY VOL.1
1982, Abayomi Gospel Publishers, Lagos, Nigeria.

(b) CHRISTIAN SACRED TEACHINGS VOL.1
1993, Abayomi Gospel Publishers, Lagos, Nigeria.

(c) FLASHES OF HEAVENLY INSPIRATION
1991, Abayomi Gospel Publishers, Lagos, Nigeria.

(d) HOW TO GET THINGS FROM GOD ALMIGHTY
1999, Abayomi Gospel Publishers, Lagos, Nigeria.

(e) THE CHRISTIAN MANUAL OF SANCTIFICATION
2009, Abayomi Gospel Publishers, Lagos, Nigeria.

(iv) THE NEW BIRTH DEGREES
Authorised by Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
(a) Bachelor of Spiritual Development (BSD)
Qualification:
Full Membership of The New Birth Movement (male or female)
Attainment of New Birth Growth Stages 1 to 5 Inclusive.
(b) Bachelor of New Birth Theology (BNTH)
Qualification:
Full Membership of The New Birth Movement (male only)
Attainment of New Birth Growth Stages 1 to 5 Inclusive.
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Undergoing The relevant academic training in The New Birth School of Theology and
passing the degree examinations as well as earning the approval of GOD ALMIGHTY for
ordination into The Holy New Birth Priesthood.

(c) Bachelor of Higher Spiritual Development (BHSD)
Qualification:
This is the New Birth Degree to be awarded to every individual aspirant in New Birth
(male or female) who had been certified by the Founder and Primate of The New Birth
Movement to have progressively attained the first nine growth stages of New Birth, that
is, from the attainment of Salvation, Sanctification,
Baptism of The Holy Spirit, Conquering self-will, by offering perpetual obedience
to The Holy Spirit, Attaining Being Sealed unto Eternity by GOD ALMIGHTY,
growing steadily through all the power stages of growth in The Holy Spirit to
reach the zenith which is for GOD to make him or her a temple of The Most
High GOD upon the earth. (New Birth Growth Stage 9).

HONOURABLE MEMBERSHIPS APPROVED Of GOD IN THE NEW BIRTH
MOVEMENT.
(a) Member, Convocation of The Redeemed of GOD (MCRG)
By the individual attainment of Salvation by Divine Pardon into the Kingdom of
GOD and admission into full membership of The New Birth Movement.

(b) Member, Convocation of The Saints of GOD (MCSG)
By full membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment
of Salvation and Sanctification; having been accepted by GOD as one of
HIS saints upon the earth by HIS constant application of The Divine Unction
of Sanctification upon the individual.

(c) Member, Council of Holy Evangelists (MCHE)
By full membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment of the
First Three stages of New Birth, and proven competence in wining souls into the
Kingdom of GOD, with success in piloting some of them to attain Sanctification
And having been ordained an Evangelist.
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(d) Member, The Sacred Council of Seers and Prophets (MSCP)
By full membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment of the
first Three Growth Stages of New Birth, plus the Satisfactory manifestations by
the individuals of the Divine Gift of Seer ship or Prophecy or both, as certified by
The Founder and Primate, NBM.

(e) Member, The Sacred Council of Divine Healers (MSCDH)
By full Membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment of the
first three growth stages of New Birth, plus the satisfactory manifestations in the
individual of the Divine Gift of Healing, assisted only with consecrated water and
consecrated oils from the Divine Altar of Perpetual Light, in The New Birth
Movement Headquarter Church, The New Birth Church of Praise.

(f) Member, The Council of Sacred Devotees of The Most High GOD (MCSD)
By full Membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment of the
first five growth stages of New Birth, that is, Being Sealed unto Eternity by GOD
ALMIGHTY.

(g) Member, Committee of The Congregational Elders in The New Birth
Movement (MCCE)
By full Membership of The New Birth Movement plus certified attainment of the
first two growth stages of New Birth, that is, attaining the status of a saint of
GOD plus reaching the age of seventy years upon the earth.

NOTICE:
All New Birth Degrees and all New Birth Honourable Memberships were designed to
Inspire members of The New Birth Movement to keep aspiring to improve their spiritual
status in New Birth, in view of Deut 18:13 and Matt 5:48, and to assist the authorities of
The New Birth Movement to be able to put round pegs in round holes in the administration
of The New Birth Movement such that the spiritual ferment of holiness unto GOD is never
lost or watered down in any operation of The New Birth Movement in any location world
wide. The New Birth Degrees and Honourable Memberships are not for gainful
employment in any governmental agency or in any company anywhere in the world. They
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are strictly for the internal spiritual administration of The New Birth Movement. New Birth
Degree holders are advised to use the suffixes only in matters of spiritual correspondence
within The New Birth Movement.

Q. ORDINATIONS IN THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT
(a)

Into The Office of a Deacon or a Deaconess:
Certified attainment of the first two growth stages of New Birth plus full
Membership of The New Birth Movement for at least two years and attending
Successfully the training programme of The New Birth School of Theology.

(b)

Into The Office of an Evangelist:
Certified attainment of the first three growth stages of New Birth plus full
Membership of The New Birth Movement for at least three years and

attending
successfully the relevant course in the New Birth School of Theology.
(c)

Into The Office of a New Birth Priest:
The candidate must be a male full member of The New Birth Movement,
Already married, with only one wife who is also a saved soul and a full

member
of The New Birth Movement, preferably a deaconess or a lady evangelist.
The
male candidate must have earned the BSD and had served in The New
Birth
Movement. Creditably as an Evangelist for at least three years with fruitful
Results of genuine conversions into The Divine Doctrine of New Birth
traceable
to his efforts of at least seven souls, converted into the followership of The
Doctrine of New Birth, five of whom had become full members of The New
Birth
Movement. He must have been admitted into The New Birth School of Theology and must
have graduated with the BNTH to qualify him for ordination to The New Birth Priesthood of
The Most High GOD, GOD ALMIGHTY, having previously approved his candidature for
the priesthood.
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R. THE WEEKLY CYCLE OF CHURCH SERVICES IN NEW BIRTH CHURCHES AND
CHAPELS ALL OVER THE WORLD

(a)

Sunday Morning Divine Worship

: 10am to 12 noon

(b)

Sunday Evening Service

: 6pm to 6:30 pm

(c)

Wednesday Evangelical Service

: 6pm to 7:00 pm

(d)

Friday Prayer Service

: 6pm to 7:00 pm

(e)

The Saturday Morning Service:
To enter The Kingdom Of GOD
And to remain in it for ever

: 7am to 9:00 am

MONTHLY SPIRITUAL EMBELISHMENTS TO THE WEEKLY SERVICES
(f) Every First Sunday of each Month of each Year,
The High Mass of The Most High GOD and Thanksgiving Service
Holds at 10am to 1:00 pm.

This is a divinely scheduled service usually attended by delegates from heaven.
A delegate of Divine Elders from heaven accompanied by some angels usually come
down from the fiery ladder of divine light to join The Founder and Primate in singing The
High Mass of adoration, exaltation and invocation of The Most High GOD. The Elders
actually flank The Divine Messenger of Fire, Faith and Love in The Divine Sanctuary to
sing The High Mass, which is usually extempore except the written High Mass for Easter,
Christmas, Priesthood Ordinations, or for some other anniversaries .

Because of the rank of the heavenly delegates that usually attend the singing of The High
Mark by The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement, The singing of The High
Mass is regarded in The New Birth Movement as the highest form of divine worship.
Cherubs are constant visitors to the singing of The High Mass. Divine Elders usually come
preceded by some cherubs, each elder in shining silver beard, holding a prophetic rod,
actually flank The Founder and Primate on the right and on the left to join him in regularly
bowing down to GOD before The Altar Table of Seven Lamps and The Candlestick with
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seven candles as well as the constant offering of incense to GOD by The Founder and
Primate while the singing is going on.

According to constant reports from prophets and prophetesses of GOD in The New Birth
Movement, the cherubs do not participate in the actual singing of The High Mass, they
carry out other duties, such as recording prayer requests, such as forming their own
parallel procession to the procession of The Founder and Primate at the beginning of the
service. Sometimes, the cherubs would be sighted by visioners flying all about The
Sanctuary before or after the singing of The High Mass. Sometimes the Seraphims could
be sighted blowing their trumpets in the Sanctuary after the singing of The High Mass.

During one Christmas High Mass, the celestial choir was heard singing their own
equivalent of our own Christmas carol, while the celestial organist was heard playing his
organ to the same choir, whereas they were not seen and the New Birth Movement as yet
has neither a choir nor an organist. We even have no organ yet;

The presence of The Angel of The Sanctuary from Heaven had been reported a number
of times by visioners and seers in The New Birth Movement during the singing of The
High Mass. He only appeared whenever The Founder and Primate invoked him to
manifest to the glory of GOD during the singing of The High Mass. The Right Reverend
O.A Daini got his name from the late Most Reverend A.A.T Oshinyemi as well as the ritual
for his invocation successfully.

Many times, especially during the Christmas and Easter High Mass, our Lord Jesus Christ
had been sighted by various seers in the church who related His Pronouncement of His
Benediction, after the singing of The High Mass. The spiritual manifestations of The
Presence of The Most High GOD during the singing of The High Mass unto HIM are
always of the highest quality. Testimonies of spontaneous miraculous manifestations of
GOD to needy or to sick individuals during the singing of The High Mass are usually very
many.

That was why The Right Reverend O.A Daini always advised everyone who desperately
needs divine help to be present whenever he sings The High Mass at the scheduled time.
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The same advice applies to all who want to experience The Breath of GOD of a high
quality or of higher quality than usual.

The singing of The High Mass of The Most High GOD on every first Sunday of every
month of the year was a divine instruction given to The Right Reverend O.A Daini shortly
after he ordained by divine permission the first set of New Birth Priests in The New Birth
Movement on the first Sunday of December, 1991, at Egan, Lagos, Nigeria.
(g)

Every First Sunday of March, June, September and December of each year, The Founder
and Primate of The New Birth Movement had been divinely instructed to pronounce while
standing in The Sanctuary of The Most high GOD special blessings upon all the human
beings who regularly offer honest tithes to GOD through The New Birth Movement.
It has become part of the traditions of The New Birth Movement in addition to the routine
monthly consecration of all tithes to GOD through The New Birth Movement.

(h)

On every second Saturday of March, June, September and December of every year, The
New Birth Movement holds The Retreat of Fasting and Prayers from 9am to 4pm. It is
meant to accelerate the spiritual development of members and officers.

THE YEARLY SERVICES IN THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT
(i)

January, 14th : The Annual Celebration of The Ordination of The Founder and Primate of
The New Birth Movement as a New Birth Priest. It usually features a High Mass and an
opportunity for him to lay hands upon those who have problems to be solved.

(ii) January, 31st : The Annual Celebration of The Founding Anniversary of The New Birth
Movement.
(iii)

The Easter Sunday High Mass, Holy Communion and Thanksgiving Service.

(iv) The Christmas High Mass, Holy Communion and Thanksgiving Service.
(v) December 31st of each year, 10 : 00 pm to 1 : 00 am
The New Year Vigil and Thanksgiving Service.

S.

CONTACTS : HOW TO REACH THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT
Headquarter Address: No 15-21 New Birth Road, Off Omo Ariyo Street,
at Olowo Ila Bus stop, Opposite Dapsey Filling Station
On Iyana Ipaja Lasu Iyana Iba Express Road, Egan,
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Alimosho L.G.A Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.

Postal Address: P.O. Box 303, Festac Post Office, Festac Town, Lagos, Nigeria, West
Africa.

Telephone Lines: 0802-360-3623
E-mail:
Olayinka. daini@yahoo.com
Abayomi. daini@yahoo.com
thenewbirthmovement@hotmail.com
Website: www.newbirthmovement.org

T. HOW THE NEW BIRTH MOVEMENT IS FUNDED:
The New Birth Movement is a Registered Charity with The Federal Ministry of Internal
Affairs, R C No 4242, under the land (perpetual succession) Act. Cap. 98, Registered on
25-10-86, but founded on 31-1-80 according to Divine Instruction received on 9-9-79.

The New Birth Movement is funded through cash, cheques, or bank drafts for thanks
offerings or for tithes given to GOD to thank HIM for Divine Favours previously received
and appreciated by individual human beings, members and non-members of The New
Birth Movement. Some of the donations are handed in during our church services while
some are remitted directly to our bank account before we are informed. Some donations
were from Nigeria while a few were from outside Nigeria.
Our Bankers : FIRST BANK OF NIGERIA PLC. RC 6290.
Our church account domain: FBN Surulere Shopping Centre Branch, Surulere, Lagos,
Nigeria.
Our Account Number : 2004037143.

The New Birth Movement will acknowledge with thanks every donation for which name
and address of the donor are disclosed to us. The New birth Movement strongly advises
every donor of tithes to reveal his or her name, contact address with phone number, for
our acknowledgement and so that we could pass in any divine message received on that
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individual while presenting formally his or her tithes to GOD at HIS ALTAR of Perpetual
Light.

Everyone who wishes to benefit from any service being rendered to the general public is
advised to send a little donation to the account of The New Birth Movement to assist The
New Birth Movement to be funded to perform the required task because in real life
everything costs something and nothing can be produced from nothing.

U. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
The New Birth Movement has a policy of helping the poor people in the society with a
maximum of ten percent of all its tithes and offerings received the previous year. The first
problem is that the demands of the poor on the organisation are more than the resources
available. The second problem is that the poor do not welcome any ideas as to attitudinal
changes or character changes that could make them less poor or assist them to prosper.
The third problem is that they do not want any prayer help. Once they come to the church
to share with us the grace of GOD as suggested by us, they disappear into thin air with
their long list of needs. Indeed, we shall always have the poor with us!

V. HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR TESTIMONIES
The Highlights detailed below refer to the kind of responses of GOD ALMIGHTY to the
various prayer interventions of the Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement over
the past thirty-six years of the existence of The New Birth Movement upon the earth.
Some of the beneficiaries of the prayer interventions were not members of The New Birth
Movement, but individuals who believed in the authenticity of his priesthood and in the
Almightiness of The GOD Whom he worships.
A significant number of them were not even Christians. The Right Reverend Olayinka
Daini believes that all human souls belong to GOD and GOD has the discretion whom HE
will assist and whom HE will not assist. As a priest before the altar of The Most High
GOD, Olayinka Daini believes that his job is to refer all who come to him to meet GOD to
GOD through his intercessory prayers. If after GOD had granted their prayer requests
they do not deem it fit to come back to join him in worshipping the kind GOD of Love, the
blame is theirs. He has done his duty as a priest of The Most High GOD and GOD Had
kindly glorified HIMSELF in their eyes!
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Deaths:
All our prayers to GOD to avert impending untimely deaths were all successful, no matter
how the threat of death came about, no matter how the fear of death arose!

A priest whose mother had summoned him home along with all his siblings took his
mother to the hospital upon getting home . The doctor told him that he had examined his
mother that she was in the dying phase and not sick, that he should take his mother home
to die gradually, upon her bed at home instead of wasting his money in the hospital. Upon
hearing that information, the Founder told the priest on the phone (he was a worker priest,
not a paid priest) “I will petition GOD to give your mother some more months upon the
earth. I will also petition GOD to help you get a new job so that you can have money to
bury your mother decently, as the only surviving son, as your sisters are not so rich.”
GOD granted those prayer requests. The non-stipendiary priest found a new job and his
mother lived on for another three month before she died eventually. She was decently
buried as the Founder had petitioned GOD.

A lady who was not a member of The New Birth Movement contacted the Founder for
help over her mother who appeared to her in a dream threatening to kill her within seven
days for revealing to her siblings that she had joined the cult of witchcraft.
The Founder intervened and GOD Almighty averted the threat of death.

A lady who was a deaconess of The New Birth Movement approached the Founder in a
panic after one Sunday Morning Divine Worship that her mother-in-law who had
previously appeared to her in a dream to threaten to make her mad and the Founder had
successfully prayed to GOD to cancel the witchcraft, that she had appeared again to her
in another dream claiming that she had made eight previous attempts to kill her and failed
but that she would certainly succeed in that her ninth attempt. The Founder calmed her
down and advised her to maintain her faith in The Almighty GOD WHO had consistently
saved her from the antics of that wicked mother-in-law, that GOD will make her fail again.
The Founder there and then prayed to GOD to save the deaconess from the clutches of
that aged witch. GOD granted the Founder’s requests. The deaconess is still alive, but the
threatening mother-in-law had fallen ill and died in a hospital and had been buried.
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One medical doctor attended a Wednesday Evangelical Service of The New Birth
Movement which The Founder was conducting. He wanted The Founder to help him avert
an impending death due to the occult machinations of a family quarrelling with his own
family at home, in the East of Nigeria over a disputed piece of land. He reported further
that a cousin of his had just been carried back dead from U.S.A. and that he too was
experiencing a motion in his body which was not amenable to any medical diagnosis. The
Founder dipped his prophetic rod into a glass of potable water, prayed over it and gave
the water to him to drink. He drank the water and promptly reported the cessation of the
strange movement in his body, which was giving him the premonition of death. The
Founder then prayed to GOD generally to spare his life and not let his family opponents
cut short his life. GOD kindly granted that prayer and the doctor is still alive till now
running his medical facility for the benefit of the society.

An architect working in a Federal Ministry in Lagos similarly appeared in a Wednesday
Evangelical Service being conducted by The Founder and Primate. He too reported
feeling something moving in his body giving him a strong premonition of death. The
architect reported that his senior brother, a P.H.D holder, was killed by his father’s junior
brother, a herbalist, who boasted in public in his hometown that he did it, because the
dead was building a house for himself instead of building a house for him, his uncle, first.
The herbalist uncle also boasted in public that the architect would be his next victim.
When the bad motions began in his body, he decided to rush to The Founder of The New
Birth Movement for help.

The Founder enquired about The architect’s father. He answered that his father was alive
but helpless on the matter, as his father’s junior brother was a wicked and a notorious
herbalist. The Founder dipped his prophetic rod into a cup of potable water, prayed on it
and gave the water to him to drink. After drinking the water, he testified to the cessation of
that strange occult movement in his body. Then the founder prayed to GOD generally to
spare the life of the architect by nullifying all the occult machinations of the herbalist uncle.
GOD kindly granted the prayer of the Founder. The architect is still alive now, had earned
promotions at work, GOD had blessed him with many children after that incident and he
had travelled home and back since then many times without any strange occult
movements in his body to give him fresh premonitions of death.
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A medical doctor once sent a text message to the Founder and Primate of The New Birth
Movement for his prayer help over his junior brother (a medical doctor too) who was under
admission in a University Teaching Hospital in Lagos in a diabetes crisis, whose life was
in great danger. The Founder prayed to GOD on the matter and the doctor pulled through
by GOD’s grace. He is still alive.

There was a former deaconess of The New Birth Movement who was hospitalised and the
doctor called the Founder outside to his office to tell The Founder that there was little that
he could do to help the lady as her heart was no longer pumping blood. The Founder
begged the doctor to do that little that he was still chanced to do for that lady, that he
would beg GOD to give that lady a substantial extension of life. GOD kindly granted the
prayer request of the Founder over that lady and the lady lived on for more than twenty
years after that incident before she died of hypertension after following a rebellious group
out of The New Birth Movement.

A Principal Lady Evangelist in The New Birth Movement once alerted The Founder and
Primate about are dream one night in which she saw a gathering of women wearing black
clothes, trying to console a deaconess in The New Birth Movement whose husband had
died, as in that dream. That husband himself was an Evangelist in The New Birth
Movement as well as The National Auditor of the organization. The Founder and Primate
prayed to GOD relentlessly to spare his life. GOD ALMIGHTY did and he is still alive
today. About two weeks after that dream, he stood up to testify to the kindness of GOD
ALMIGHTY in saving him from being buried alive under the collapsing building of the
Bank of Industry on Broad Street Lagos, which collapsed one early morning as he was
about to drive past it on his way to his formal office nearby.
The Right Reverend Olayinka Abayomi Daini was about to conduct a Sabbath Worship
one Saturday evening around 10:00 pm sometimes in the early nineties when a short film
clip was exposed in front of his eyes in the astral plane. In that film clip he saw a hearse
bearing the remains of a close blood relation of his to his father’s house in his hometown
in preparation for his burial. The crowd of women in black clothes moving after the hearse
were jumping up and down crying and yelling that the wife of the deceased had sacrificed
him to her cult at a town in Oshun State where they both lived and he was a senior
lecturer in a university there and she worked as a vice-principal in a secondary school in
that famous town of the Yoruba race.
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The interpretation of that film clip by The Right Reverend O.A Daini was that the male
subject of that film clip had already been killed by witchcraft in the astral plane, but if he
chose to plead with GOD to prevent its occurrence in the physical plane, the death in the
astral plane could be reverted back to life !

So, The Right Reverend O.A. Daini switched his prayers in the Sabbath Worship to
begging GOD to grant life to that close relation of his who had effectively been murdered
in the astral plane by a coven of witches to which his wife belonged. GOD ALMIGHTY
kindly granted the persistent prayers of Olayinka Daini and that his close relation did not
die any physical death upon the earth as consequence of that occult ceremony in the
astral plane. At this time of writing this testimony, he is still alive in the home town of The
Right Reverend O.A Daini about seventy-nine years old ! that his wife too is still alive,
although both had become separated when the facts of what happened and what was to
happen became well known to him with evidence which she herself inadvertently supplied
to him by the continuation of her witchcraft under his roof, inspite of her persistent denials.
GOD ALMIGHTY is indeed gracious and wonderful. HE is indeed most worthy to be
praised!

GIFTS OF CHILDREN
All the prayers of The Right Reverend of Olayinka Abayomi Daini to GOD on behalf of
various people, men and woman, for the divine gift of children, with gender specification
and without gender specification were all successful, from Enugu to Lagos, from 1968 to
2016, were all successful except one. GOD refused to oblige that wife of a former vicar of
The New Birth Church of Praise. The reason for the divine refusal was stated to The
Founder and Primate who advised the former vicar to counsel his wife to stop her cruelty
to her three step sons, all to no avail.
That GOD ALMIGHTY, our CREATOR, always has HIS discretion on all prayer requests
made to HIM cannot be overstated. We are always HIS creatures.

EMPLOYMENT AND PROMOTIONS
Most of the prayer requests to The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement for
employment and promotions were from outside The New Birth Movement, yet we have no
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record of any such prayer request turned down by GOD ALMIGHTY in the thirty-six years
history of The New Birth Movement.

There were instances when The Founder and Primate of The New Birth Movement
directed some job applicants to apply to establishments that did not advertise vacancies
and yet they were employed.

Nobody can list all what GOD had done for HIS people in thirty-six years. The highlights
presented above are for the education of the unsaved population in the universal public,
to turn them to GOD by HIS Doctrine of New Birth for neat solutions of all their problems,
no matter what they are, because nobody charges any money before praying for anybody
in The New Birth Movement; nobody carries any sacrifices to any cross-road in The New
Birth Movement. We always contact GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF, through the agency of
HIS Holy Spirit and through the training which we have received from HIS Son, our Divine
Master Jesus Christ, how to approach HIM, how to please HIM, how to persuade HIM,
how to keep HIS goodwill all the time, how to seek HIM and how to find HIM.

You are cordially invited to join The New Birth Movement so that you too could access all
the above benefits, spiritually and materially.

W. NEW BIRTH NOTICES
Personal Problems:
To invite the attention of The Only True GOD (John 17:4) of the universe to bear on your
problems for quick and neat solutions, please endeavour to be personally present in The
Friday Prayer Service in The New Birth Church of Praise at no.15 New Birth Road, Egan,
at 6pm Tel. 0802-360-3623.
Please do not come there and start talking of a trinity. That would certainly deprive you of
the divine good will which you surely need. Talk of GOD ALMIGHTY, my Heavenly
FATHER John 20:17
If you are low in spirit:
And you want to be quickened spiritually and to be up and doing without any further
delays, try to present yourself any Sunday Morning at 10am to join The Divine Worship of
The Most High GOD in The New Birth Church of Praise at no15 New Birth Road Egan.
Tel.0802-360-3623.
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If you are already divinely talented as a prophet, prophetess, seer, or visioner,
Please be our guest on every First Sunday of each month of the year in The New Birth
Church of Praise at no 15, New Birth Road, Egan, when The Divine Messenger of Fire,
Faith, and Love sings The High Mass of The Most High GOD before The Divine Altar of
Perpetual Light, flanked by visiting Divine Elders from Heaven who always come down
with a delegate of cherubs. The Breath of GOD always manifested in that service is quite
high and very enjoyable. We would love to add your own honest testimonies about the
service to our own in The New Birth Register of Testimonies.

If you find yourself on fire for GOD, to know HIM, to enjoy HIM,
To study The Divine Doctrine of New Birth and to use it to get to know GOD intimately and
thereby develop yourself rapidly in New Birth, you need to change your regular worship of
GOD to The New Birth Church of Praise at the following times:
Sunday morning 10:am, Sunday Evening 6:pm
Wednesday Evening, 6:pm
Friday Evening 6:pm, Saturday Morning 7:am
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